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Vi,!e are under obligations to Prof. W. C. Stubbs, of the Gov
ernment Experiment Station, Louisiana, for copies of his
Bulletins, 18 and 19, relating to Sorghum, and the Analysis of
Commercial Fertilizers.

---0 .

Han. George H. Dole, who for over ten years bas been
Manager of Kapaa Plantation, Kauai, has resigned, and left by
the steamship Australia for California, for recreation and
observation.

---0---
Among the exhihits sent sent from these Islands per S. S.

Australia, on the 12th instant, for the Paris Exposition, were
two pretty models of Young's automatic cleaner and a macera
tion mill with bis patent automati"c trash feeder. Both these
are recent inventions, which are attracting the attention of.
planters in other countries as well as Hawaii, and which have
proved to be valuable and economical aids in the manufacture
of cane sugar..The models sent to Paris can be worked by
hand, so as to illustrate their operation.

---0---
The latest quotation. for sugar in the New York market, Feb.

11, was 5 9-16 for Cuban centrifugals.
Messrs. Willett & Hamlen's circular of Jan. 31, says: "M.

Licht has further reduced estimate of beet crop 30,000 tons.
M. Gortz estimates the crop 198,000 tons less than M. Licht.
Brazil crop is about exhausted, and the latest shipments are
going to the United Kingdom. Bahia had little sugar this
year, and promise of even less for next crop. Cuba is back
ward, and the planters, having help from the banks, are not
yet forced to sell at current values. At present prices the
United Kingdom are competing with the United States to a
model'atB extent. 'raken altogether the prospects favor im
proving prices, notwithstanding the delaying policy of buyers."



---0---

'WITH OUR READERS.

[Vol. VIII.The Planters' Monthl1/.

The communication of Mr. Rillieux, of New Orleans, on page,
57. though some\\'hat lengthy, will possess intel'est for all en
gaged in sugar boiling and especially those who a,re studying
the diffusion process. The account given of the Wanze cen
tral factory, said to be the largest sugar establishment in Eu
rope, adds to its value.

Following the a,bove article, page 68, will be found a full
description ofLhe Hawaiian Commereial and Sugar Company's
estate on Maul. From this aCcouBt, it would appear to be in
admirahle condition, promising to turn out over 13,000 tons a~
the crop for 1889. '1'his is, so far as we know, the largest sugar

MAUl NOTES.

All the mills on Maui are running as regularly as clock
work. 'rhere have been no breakdown~, no accidents, no
delays of any kind; everything is progressin~ rapidly, effi
ciently and satisfactory. '1'he Paia mill is runmn'g night a,nd
day, and turning out a larger amount of sugar than ever before.
The amount of work done by this small mill is something
phenominal; but as they have a 5,000 ton crop before them, it
is absolutely necessary to push the mill for all it is worth.
Mr. 'r. Campbell, one of the oldest engineers, still "holds the
fort," and keepg everything snug and trim. '

Hamakuapoko mill is also doing good work, and turning out
an immense amount of sugar. Like the Paia, it has a very
heavy crop to handle, but being one of the largest mills in the
kingdom, it does not require to run so long hours. The crop
is said to be be yielding fully up to the estimate, and the grow
ing cane is also in fine condition. Mr. Cowen is engineer.

Spreckelsville mills have run so far this season without
accident of any kind, notwithstanding they h,we been working
to their highest capacity. Advantage was taken of the Chinese
New Year to refit. and still further close up the rollers of both
the tyvo and three-roller mill~. This has effected a gain of 1 to
2 per cent. in the extraction and amounts to considerable,
when we consider the large quantity of cane to be ground.
It is the aim this season to do the work more thoroughly,
mther than rapidly, so as to get all of the available juice out
of the cane as well as all of the available sugar out of the juice.
A field of 600 acres just finished yielded 5is tons sugar per
acre, and it is reported tha-e the best cane is still to be ground.
, It is understood that Mr. H. Baldwin showed his apprecia
tion of his skilled workmen, lunas, etc., by presenting them
with $100 apiece at New Year.
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From California papers we learn thttt the crop of beets
ground at the Watsonville factory amounts to ]4,077 tons and
that the product in sugar was 1,640 tons of 92.4 polarization.
'1'he average pay recei ved by the farmers for their beets was
five dollars per ton, making $70.385 as t.he total amount paid
by the factory for the first season's crop. The average polar
ization of the beets was 14.6. '1'he factory was in operation
about seventy days, working up, on an average. 200 tons of
beets a day. If these data be correct, it required 8·~· tons of
beets to produce one ton of sugar. We have not the corres
-ponding figures for the German factories, but think that the
outcome there is .much better, or about one ton of sugar to
eight tons of beets. The cost of manufacture was 4.04 cents
pel' pound, and the price obtained 5.64 cents, and the net profit
is given as $29.932.48.

Of eourse, allowance should be made for the Watsonville
factory being elltirely new, and prohalJly the workmen unac
eustorned to their work. '1'he capacity of the factory is much
larger than its first year's work called for, and it can easily

estate in the world, comprising a total of forty thousand acres,
two-thirds of it cane land.

An interesting- statement relative to the beet sugar enter-
prise at Watsonville, California, will be found on page 82. It
iildicates that there was some dissatisfac.tion among the beet
growers. But this was to be expected with the first year's
trial, particularly in California, where they do things with a
rush, and cultivate with as little htbor as possible. Beets, like
cane, require ~1 great de~ll of care and cultivation. Here it can
be done, for the most part rapidly, with animal power; but
not so with beets, which require vastly more manual labor.
But even this want will in some way· be overcome, and each
year will undoubtedly bring some new labor-saving process for
beet culture. Beets have come to stay in California, provided
Government protects them.

A paper of unusual importance is the memorial to Congress
of the Louisiana sugar planters, on page 89, demonstrating, in
a small space and few words, the importance of the sugar in
dustry of the United States. and the necessity of fostering pro
tection on the part of the Government-the same protectiun, in
fact. that has developed the beet industry of Europe, without
which it could never have grown to its present enormous pro
portions. If the United States can encourage its own sugar
industry by a protective tariff, it should do so. But the bounty
system will not work, and if tried, will be ahandoned very soon,
on account of the great mischief it will create in other indus-
tries.

·--0---

THE BEET CROP OF TYATSONVILLE, CAL.

511'he Planters' Monthly.Feb., 1889.]



turn' out two thousand tons of sugar in the three or four
mont.hs which comprise the grinding season.
. On page 82 is an interesting communication regarding the
beet sugar enterprise in Watsonville, which shows that all the
farmers were not satisfied with the result of their season's
work, some or them asserting that they did not receive four
dollars a ton for their beets. Col. 8preckels' offer was four dol
lars per ton for beets that would test fourteen per cent, and a
large portion fell below the required test.

The following from the New York Shippin.q List is later than
the above, and furnishes some statistics which possess interest:

The first authentic and reliable information respecting the
result of the first season of lVIr. Spreckels~ venture in beet cul
ture in California has been given by the gentlema.n himself in
a statement read before the senate fimLnce committee that has
the tariff hill in charge, for the purpose of showing that with
out adequate protection this promising industry would have to
be given up. He sa,id that the capacity of the Watsonville fac
tory is 350 tons of heets every twenty-four hours, but it has
run up to 379 tons. Operations. were com mel1ced Oct. 20, 1888,
and continued until Dec. 20. During this period there was re
ceived at the factory from 1,000 acres of land under cultivation,
15,000 tons of beets which is an average of fifteen tons to the
acre, for which the farmers were pa.id an average of $2.50 a
ton. The highest yield was forty tons to the aere, the average
crop in Germany being twenty to twenty-five tons. The aver
age saccharine contents of the California beets was 111 per
cent, as against 10 to 14 per cent in Germany. The result of
the season's operations was 1,640 tons of raw sugar, which net
ted a profit of $29,930, or nearly $20 per ton. This does not
allow for "veal' and tear of machinery and represents a return
of seven per cent on the outlay for machinery and the eon
struction of the factory.

These facts a.re certainly satisfactory and encouraging, but,
according to lVIr. Spreckels' admissions, the farmers need ex
perience in cultivating the beets in order to obta.in from them
the best results. It was ~if:(Lrcely to be expected tba,t the 1irst
attempt would be crowned with the success that h<18 been
reached in Europe after years of careful and patient study and
investigation. There is nnqnestionably a future in this COllll
try for heet cultivation, but the success of this future will de
pend entirely upon the manner in which our farmers apply
themselyes to the task of adapting the beet to am soil and cli
mate so as to develop its highest saccb,trine strength in crys
talizable juice. In addition to the above, some attention to
the cultivation of beets is being given by farmers residing in
G,Ll'den City, Nebraska, and satisfactory results have been a,l
ready attained.

11II
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IMPROVEMENT OF SDGAR-CANES.

One of the most interesting topics that have recently been
brought forward in the pu blic press, is that regarding varieties
of sugar-canes, when an~ how the different varieties originated,
and how they can be Improved. rfhe sugar-cane has never
been known to produce seeds here or elsewhere, unless the
claim of Professor Harrison, of ,Jamaica,.be all exception. This
has lately been announced in London, but the announcement
has been received with some doubts, as to whether the tiny
seedlings reported to have been obtained are really the product
of the sugar cane, or some other plant, such as millet or grass.

Allusion was made to this discovery in the ,January number
of our Monthly, on pages seven and eight; but since its publi
cation, further statements regarding it have been received,
which lend additional interest to the subject, and seem to at-:'
test its ,credibility. These will be found on pages 75 to 82 of
this issue. The importance of any di~covery relative to the
possibility of improving cane may re'adily be seen when we
state that. in most cane sugar conntries, except Hawaii, the
yield of sugar per acre is as low as one to two tons, or 2,000 to
4,000 pounds, and where 6,000 pounds of sug.Lr per acre have
been obtained, the yield has been noted as exc.eptional. In
deed, the average yield pel',ar,re here in Hawaii, twenty-five or
thirty years ago, did not exceed 3;000 to 4,000 ponnds for plant
cane. But since the introdl1dion of the Lahaina variety, the
yield has gradlULlly increased, till now, 10,000 pounds per acre
from e1 hundred acre field have been obtained, and, as we stated
in the November 11l1mber of this Monthly, Mr. J. M. Horner
had succeeded in obtaining. on Hawaii, eLl) <.Lver<Lge of 17,500
pounds of sugar per acre from a field of eighty-six acres.

rrhis unprecedented yield is due in part, to the superiority of
the LeLhaina cane as a sugar proc1neer, in picn't to the rich vol:
canir, soil in whieh it is grown, and which seems peculiarly
adapted to its perfect development; in pu,rt to the gre~l,t eare
taken by our most successful planters, in planting only the
best seed, and in giving their crops the most thorough and per
fect system of cultiviLtion known, including cn,reful irrigation,
and lastly to the perfect machinery and work introduced into
the mill and boiling house. We instanee these facts to show
what persevering and intelligent efforts can accomplish in im
proving the yield of' the sugar eane--an improvement hardly
surpassed in the hi:-;tory of beet sugar.

Our Lahaina cane came criginally from Tahiti, but seeins to
have been gre;1tly improved by change of locality and mode of
cultivation. rrhe Jamaica botanical gardeners ca,ll it a variety
of Bourbon, but if weare not rnist<Lken, it is entirely distinct,..



with unmistakeable characteristics. The description given of
it in the Jamaica catalogue (see PLANTERS' MONTHLY for Janu~
ary, 1888, page 29,) is as follows:

" No. 30 Lahaina.-Of mther delicate habit at first, but after-
wards a strong, fine cane; canes in each stool, 18; height, 9 to
11 feet; color, yellow; length of joint, 5 inches; circumference,
5~ inches; foliage, pale green and moderately light. 1'his cane
does not stand drought wen and is liable to get lodged. A
bright free growing cane under irriga~ion, very much like the
best type of Bourbon canes. Percentage of trash, 3n; juice,
62-i (5'S gals.) ; density of juice, 1'076 : Arnaboldi 25: (Beaumer

10)." .
. This description has an important omission-that the leaves

:ttear the stalk are covered with a prick!?/ beard or fll1', which ren
ders the stripping an unpleas;1nt ta::;k to the laborers, and
whicllJ. no one who has ever handled it can forget. The meat
or iuterior of the stalk is white, and the. juice, when the cane
is fully ripe stands at 11 deg. Baume. Here the stalks vary in
length from ten to eighteen feet. One of our planters who
visited Louisiana in 18~2, thinks that the variety of cane culti~
vated there, and known as the "CryRtalline or Salugor," which
wa,s introduced there from .Tahiti, is the same as our Lahaina,
the latter having greatly improved under favorable circum
stances and high cultivation. It is the general opinion of Ha
waiian planters that this variety is unsurpassed, and is the
most profitable for cultivation of any cane known.

But to return to the topic with which we opened this article,
Bugar Cane for January says: "In discussing the problem how
fttl: the saccharine qualities of the sugar cane eould be im
l)roved on the same line as those so successfully adopted with
reg,ird to the beet, it was lately pointed out in a letter ad
dressed to the Colonial Office that, owing to the power of pro
ducing fertile seeds having apparently been lost by the sugar
cane,.it was impracticable to dea,l with it by means of cross
fertilization or by the ordinary course of seminal selection. It
was further pointed out that new and improved varieties
amongst sugar canes were to be looked for amongst bud vari
ations, and planters were <Ldvised to mark any canes that
showed <t departure from the type, and cultiva,te them separ
ately for experimental purposes, with a view to test their yield
in sugm·. Attention having thus been directed to the subject
by official notices published in sngar producing colonies, sev
eral communicat,ions have been received at Kew from persons
who belieye they were able to afford some information on the
point whether the sugar cane produces seed or not."
- An instance is then given of a planter of eighteen years ex
perience in Fiji, who thought he lmd obtained some new seed
lings; but when the seeds were exa,mined by an expert, .they
were fou.~(1 to b,~ thos(3 of millet m' Guinew corn,

----------------
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If there is any country where sugar cane can be brought to
such a state of perfection as to produce seed, it is Hawaii. And
we would suggest to our planters who have cane growing in
perfection, and yielding beyond all former precedent, to watch
their tassels, as peradventure they may find a cluster of seeds.
Stranger things have happened, and may again.

---0---
GOV. WARMOTH ON DIFFUSION.

It seems that our. brothel' planters in Louisiana have their
pilikias as well as we, and that sometimes things don't move
along as smoothly there as they should. Indeed our readers,
after perusing the following humorous remarks of Gov. War
moth, at the Louisiana Planters' Association, Jan. 10, will see
that sugar manipulation is prett:r much the same everywhere.
We copy from the Louisiana Planter:

~'I do not think it will take me three minutes to tell yo1;l
what I know about diffusion, but it will take a long time to re
late the cinmsses I have had ih learning it..

"It is now about sev.enty days that we have been taking off
'" a small crop of 9,000 tons. We have had to begin at the be

ginning, and fortunately we are now about at the end of our
troubles. We got in all sorts of troubles. In the first place
the cutter woudn't cut; in the next place the Haubtman heat
ers wouldn't heat, and then the Yaryan wouldn't evaporate;
-and after having lost about one··half the sugar, through bad
bone-black, and thinking we were getting to the end of our
troubles, we found that we filled the river with our chips, until
there came a barge there, about 250 feet long, and we dumped
the chips from it. We are now taking off the last of the crop.

"V\Te f-ound that the juice and the syrups made by diffusion
were lia,ble to ferment a little quicker than the mill juice, and
we learned a, way to prevent that after we had lost about 100,
'000 pounds -of sugar. We went along for some time until we
got the 'Cutters cutting and the heaters working pretty well,
when the Yary,1,ll clogged on us, and we could not evaporate
the juice fast enough. In the mean time my creditors were
clamoring for their money and there was the very devil to pay.
We got more expert after awhile and worked very well up to
about 150 tons a day, and we found that we could. by using
caustic soda in the Yaryan. instead of using acid, get much bet
ter results. We now have no trouble with that. We started
om mill; then we started diffusion, then we broke down on
difftlsion, and we started om' mill; and we went from mill to
diffusion, and diffusion to mill, until finally we overcame those
difficulties, and now we have gone aloilg foul' weeks in peace.

".We got from the last run of diffusion ISS ponnds of grained
sugar to the ton, and thirty-nine pounds of other sugars, or
wagon sugar, to the tOll, making 227 pounds to the ton that we



Total consumption of the United States ... 1,457,26-1 1,392,909 1,355,809
Increase of consumption in 1888, fi!,355 tons, or 4.62 per cent.
Consumption per capita of (;2,UOO,UOO is 52.U5 lbs. in 11)1)8, 52 lbs. 1887, 511bs.

in 188G, 49.3 lbs. in 1885, and 511bs. in 11)84.

t·

188G.
1,139,42G

117,958
G,oOO

71,925
20,000
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In his argument made before the Senate Committee of Ways
,and Means, Colonel Spreckles is reported to have given the
following statistics:

"The result of the season's work at Watsonville Factory was
.1,640 tons of sugar, which netted a profit of $29,930, or nearly
$20 per ton. This does not allow for the wear and tear of the
machinery, and represents a return of 7 per cent. on the outlay
for machinery and the construction of the tactory on the
money invested.

"For the year ending June 30, 1887, there were imported
'into the United States 1,459,076 tons of sugar, while the fol
lowing year the imports were 1,235,872 tons, showing a decrease
in importations during the latter year of 223,000 tor~s. As the
consumption has increased it is evident that the production of
sugar in the United States is also increasing, as the decrease in
importations plainly shows. The proposed reduction in the
sugar tariff represents $25 per ton, which will effectually pre
clude any further progress in beet sugar manufacture in this
country, as the profits haVf~ been demonstrated to be but $20
pel' ton, or 7 per cent. on the capital invested. As the duty on
sugar remains to-day the United States can suecessfully pro
duce all the sugar required for home consumption."

Willet & Ha,mlen's Circular gives the following as the sugar
statistics of the United States for the three years past:

1888. 1887.
Total consumption of foreign sugar 1,202,75G l,195,2G1

Louisiana crops 159,01'5 105,859
Texas and other Southern States G,500 G,50ll
Molasses sugar made in U. S. from foreign molasses 58,fl23 GO,289
Maple, sorghum, beet, etc :............ 30,00U 25,000

got Oll the last 2,500 tons of cane that we worked. Now the
last run, I think, will show even better results, because we will
not suffer any loss from the::;e things, I have described to you,
and because I think the Cane has less glucose and more sucrose
than we had yet. It looks as though, after we had mastered
all these preliminary difficulties, that diffusion was going to be
entirely satisfactory. We feel the greatest confidence in it.
We have stuck to it under a great many difficulties. We are
only able to handle 140, when we ,ought to handle 250 tons, but
our people all feel very much encouraged; and we will be able,
I think, when the campaign is over, to make a report which
will satisfy you of the relative benefit of diftusion over other
systems."

---'0---

CONGRESSIONAL STATISTiCS ABOUT SDGAR.



360 N. RAMPAH,T ST., NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 29, 1888.
EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY:

Dea1' Sir :-Allow me to submit you a translation upon some
of the practical consequences of the Rilliellx evaporating and
heating multiple effects, now in use in Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany and Ru:ssia. It may prove interesting to your
readers, as it gives details of the Wauze central faciory, the
daily capacity of which is 720,000 gallons, placing it as the first
in the sugar world. Should you deem advisable, you can in
sert, although the address does not speak of the processes
erected in the cane countries where they are operating with
similar success. While forwarding you the inclosea. permit
me to say that I am ready to submit you whatever data I may
possess upon questions relating to sugar industry. Hoping to
heal' from you, I remain very respectfully,

E. J. RILLIEUX.

57l'lte Planters' ~Afonthly.

CQRRESPONDENCE AND SELECTIONS.

Feb., 1889.]

INTRODUCTION.

When Mr. Rillieux, in 1878, re-entered the affairs of sugar
industry, his aim was first, to increase the evaporating' power
of the existing apparatus, the statistics of vvhieh proved to him
that their operation was defective and of low yield. Besides,
he wished to enable the sugar industry to bul'll less fuel byem
ploying appan1tus of multiple effeets, 1110re numerous than
triple, quadruple and quintuple effects, of which no model ex
isted in the factories uutil then.

In 1882 he devised another system to economise fuel. It is
the heating by multiple effects, at every point of the factory
where direct steam is employed.

rl'his system spread quickly in foreign countries. Austria
has actually transformed nearly all her sugar factories upon
this system; :1 large number of installations have been made
in Russia, and Germany; each year increases the quantity of
erections of the Hillieux process. rrhis is hecause these pro
cesses bring a large diminution of fuel. It is moreover to be
remarked that Fmnce is at last a conntry where it cannot be

... said that no application has been made.
In Belgium, a large plaut has been put in with great success

dl1l'ing this campaign, 1887-1888. ""Ve will give:1 detailed de
scription of it, and also of the system in general, hoping' this
publication will open the eyes of our fellow citizens 'who allow
them:selves to be distanced by all Europe in this work of pro
gress, thereby permitting our rivals to deliver their sugars in
more economical conditions than ours, so that competition will



soon become impossible, above all, in view of the propensity
which our Legislators l1C1ve to modify at short notice our actual
sugar laws. P. HORSIN-DEON.

ECONO~Y OF FUEL IN THE SUGAR FACTORIES SUPPJ.,IED WITH THE

RILLIEUX SYSTEMS OF HEATING THROUGH MULTIPLE EFFECTS.

We have had, at different times, occasion to speak of the
considerable coal economy which ~vas procured to the faetories
by the use of juice hea,ting through multiple eilects, according
to the Rillieux new processes.

rrhese processes give advantages so real that neady 100 Aus
trian, twenty Russi~Ln and over thirty German factories have
adopted them, Up to date, and each year new factories ,1,re
adopting this system.

rl'he central factory of Wanze is the first one in Belgium
where we have a,dopted this system, which has been made on a
wide scale and with full success.

\liTe will recall, in a few words, the principles of the heating
system by multiple effects:

In general, it consists in employing direet steam from the
generators in no point of the factory other than the evaporat
ing apparatus and in heating all the juice, the syrup, the strike,
the di1fusion, ete., by the me,ws of ste~Lm bOlTowed from the
first bod.v of the evaporating apparatus considered ,1S genem
tors of these vapors. As in evapomting cLppan"Ltm; the vapors
are of different temperature in eaeh division, the vapors of the
several divisions are utilized according to the temperl1ture
which is desired to be eOlllllluniccLted to the liquid.

In order to better explain the economy of this system we
will indicate in what manner the Wanze faetOl'y has been
ereeted:

This central factory has thirteen rasping machines, all sup-
plied with diffusion. At the central faetory itself no beets are
l'ecei vell.

rl'he material of this central faetory has been completely re-
handled this year and made almost entirely new in such c1,
manner as to realize as far as possible the whole of the more
recent perfections e1nd the most economieal renumemtors.

Ji'imLlly, this factory has been erected to operate easily, i)er
day, 30,000 hectolitres (one heet. equal to ~2.009 gallons) of
juice, a figure easy for it to attain.

The evaporation apparatus is a quadruple effect, it has been
formed by utilizing three triple effeets Cail-Halot which were
in use previously in the faetory, to which has been added three
pans constructed by Van Goethem, of Bruxelles. rl'he whole
twelve pans have been coupled in such a way as to fomi. the four
divisions of the quadruple effect, giving to each group the nec
essary surface for the service to which it was destined. More-
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over a circular re-heater for the juice enteriHg in the first
division has been added, and the whole give a heating surface
of 3,514 square metres (one squa.re metre equal to 10.75 square
feet.) It is thel'f}/ol'e the larqest quadntple e.flect existing in the
u;orld.

The first division heats the second, hut it also heats besides,
the juice coming from the filter-presses, and going to the second
carbonatation, carrying them to about 96 deg. It also heats
the syrup before its filtration nearly to 100 deg. The secon d
division heats the third, and besides, the raw j nice limed to the
vapel'ies before the first carbonatation which it carries to 85
deg. 'fhe third division heats but the fourth.

Finally, between the fourth division and the barometrical
condenser, is found, as in the ordinary structures, a system of
re-heaters which carry the raw juice from 11 to 45 deg., in such
a wa,y that the' re-heaters, heated by the second division have
only to carry the juice from 45 to 85 deg.

The jnices then do not need to be heated at the first or at
the second carbonatation, these furthermore, having at Wanze
llO heating system wha.tever.

In order to terminate the deseription of this apparatus, let
us say tha,t the re-heaters h:we been built by the firm of Roh
rig & Konig, of Sudenbourg, upon a new system of six circula
tions which give to the juice '~L great swiftness, increasing thus
the yield as heating. The air pumps are dry pumps, con
structed by the sa,me firm, and these joined to a good baromet
rical condensation, maintain in the fourth division of pans a
vacuum ne~Lr1y continnal, of 63 to 65 centimetres.

Finally, the direct steam is introduced in the first division of
quadruple effect. by me:Lns of an equilibrate valve of the Ril
lieux system, built by .NIl'. Dulac, of Paris, with all the ability
that this able engineer has brought to the construction of
safety va,]ves. The Dulac valve operates with great precision,
its aim is to allow the evaporators to take all the direct steam
which they need for the apparatus, and at the same time to
prevent them from taking such a quantIty as to cause a
counter pressure too large which would retard the ma(~hines.

. rrherefore, at Wanze the v~Llve is regulated for n, six-tenths
counter pressure of atmosphere, which supports easily all the
machines. But as soon as the connter pressure attains six
tenths the counter weight closes the valve, and it becomes im
possible for the evaporators to take any more.

rl'he feeding of the juice to the apparatus is effected in the
circular re-heater by mea,ns of a pump regulated automatically
by a floater, in such a, way that the apparatus is continually
snpplied"and absorbs all the juiee furnished by the factory as
fast as it i~ fed. The syrups are extracted in a similar manner
from the fourth pan by a pump.



It is then, the qluLclrup]e effect which regulates all the fac
tory's labor, and besides this the evaporators, to the number of
two for the twelve pans, have nearly nothing- to do. In fa,ct.
they have not to trouble themselves about the feeding of the
juice, which is done in the first pans automatically, and outside
of their wilL 'l'hey have only to regulate the admission of the
direct steam in such a manner as to evaporate more or less
quickly, according as the juice arrives with more or less abun
dance. For it must not be forgotten that the part (role) of the
evaporating apparatus is to follow the work of the factory in
evaporating at each instant all the juice coming from the sec
ond carbona,tation whatever may he the quantity, and that the
work of the factory should not follow the work of evaporation.

How many factories are very wrongly detained by the triple
effect ~ 'rhis is why the Wanze quadruple effect is provided
with the necessary introductions of direct ste'am in order tha,t
it may be fed with the quantity of steam proportioned with
the quantity of juice coming to it.

It is a false idea, unfortunately spread in sugar manufacture,
that the triple effects must content themselves with the steam
escaping from the m·achines. And then if the factory has not
enough esca.pe steam the triple effect delays the carbonatation
and the diffusion works or else makes light syrups.

It is not in this manner that you must opera,te. 'rhe evapo
ration must not delay the work and must be furnished with all
the stea,m needed for making heavy syrups.

The generators must be powerful enough to furnish all the
necessary steam, as when a large quantity of juice a.rrives sud
denly to the evaporation, the firemen must be ~lble to push
their fires in such a manner as to furnish all the steam that
the apparatus demands. Whilst, when the juices come only in
small quantity, the firemen lower their registers in proportion
to the small quantity of steam they have to furnish to the fac
tory.

It is true, all the triple effects cannot operate in this manner
and this is why they need Mr. Rillieux's services for the ac
complishment, as there can always be arranged an apparatus
in order that it may operate normally.

Finally, the administrators of Wanze have not receded in
the face of the expense of covering all its apparatus and all its
pipings with the excellent Speenhoff calOl,itic, in such a man
ner that the heat wasted is very little. 'rhe mal1uf':1Cturers
must not forget that the cost of the calorific is largely cov
ered the first year by the economy of coal they procure.

In the first division of the quadruple effect there exists a
pressure of about one-tenth to one and a-half tenths, giving to
the steam 102 to 103 deg. 'rhis temperature is sufficient to
carry in the re-heaters the juices and syrups at 96 to 98 deg.
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In the second division the steam temperature is from 92 to
93 deg., which allows the raw juice to be heated to 85 deg.
These temperatures are deducted from the vacuo and pressure
indications, represented very exactly in the apparatus by means
of mercurial indicators constructed by Mr. Horsin-Deoll.

It is seen with what care this mouel factory has been erected
by Mr. P. Wittouck, who knew how to surround himself with
a directing personnel of the first order.

We now consider the results obtained from the point of view
of the consumption of coal.

Taking account of the loss by the ,yay and of all the causes
that influenced the coal consumption until the end of the man
ufacture, there has been burnt this, year at Wanze, 7.02 kilo
grammes of coal per hectolitre of juice, arriving at the central
factory's measurers.

Last year the consumption was 13.33 kilogrammes of coal
per hectolitre of juice arriving at the measurers. The differ
ence (13.33-7,02=6.31) represents thus an economy Qf 47 per cent.

Let us remark that the evaporation is seusibly the same this
year as the one preceding, per hectolitre. of juice, in fact, last
year there was made juices of ~.S of density that were opera,ted
at 19 or 20 deg. Bctume. This year juices are made at 4.85,
evaporated above 25 cleg. Baume. In the two cases this
makes an eva:poration of about 76 per cent of the juice. Con
sequently we have not to keep account of the difference in the
dellsity of the juice.

As to the generators, their number has been increased, and
consequently their heating surface about one-third for an in
crease of work amounting to about one-ninth. Also the coal
has burnt better this tha,n last year. But the quality of the
coal was better last year than this year. There is here a sort
of compensation, which enables us to omit keeping account of
the diiference in the quality of the fuel-and moreover, we
have no deLta on that point.

,Ve just gave the coal consumption for all the campaign.
But if we take the work of the factory for the days in which it
has consecutively made 20,000 to 22,000 hectolitres without
counting consequently the excess of coal burnt for the start
ing, we find 5.76 kilogrammes of coal consumption per hecto
litre of raw juice at the measurers, instead of 7.0~, a, figure
which will be reduced aga..in whenever the factory makes con
secutively 30,000 hectolitres.

It must be rem,uked that the coal burnt at Wanze is not
select or assorted; it contains much dust and gives 17.15 per
cent of cinders. 'fhis coa,!, however, burns very well and is
very economical, considering the conditions of the factory.

Estima,ting a good coal at three per cent of cinders, there
would be burnt but six kilogrammes of coal, instead of 7.02, or
else 4.96 instead of 5.76.

"
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Nevertheless let us consider the actual daily consumption of
5.76 kilogl'ammes per hectolitre of juice. As they draw 120
per cent of juice from diffusion, this consumption corresponds
then, to 69.2 kilo.crramme8 of coal per ton of beets.

.l!'inally, as all our calculations of evaporation depend upon
the juice actually arriving at the quadruple effect, let there be
added 15 per cent of washings of filters, filter-presses, etc..
Then five kilogrammes of coal are hurnt per hectolitre of juice
arriving a,t the evaporation.

In the central factories having isolated rasping mills, (vaper
ies) a great deal more of coal is consumed than in the diffusion
batteries congregated in factory.

We cannot then, estimate the work of a factory with diffu~

sion in the fa,etory it.self, according to the consumption of the
rasping mills of ,Vanze, so much the more, since the factories
where are applied the Rillieux processes, diffusion must be
heated hy means of the vapors of the first pan or even the sec
ond if the calorisators are sufficient.

But our installation in Austrin., which gives fio'ures of con
sumption altogether concordant with those of Wanze, can in
form us upon this point.

Thus at Ouvn], of which all the data have heen published in
the newspapers, are consumed 51.0S Ki1. of steam pel' hectolitre
of juice arriving at the quadruple effect; this· figure is de
ducted from the fuel consumption and the quantity ot steam
furnished to the generators hy each kilogramme of this fuel
(brown coal, developing' 4500 cal). At Wanze, the cmtl being
well burnt~ must give from nine to ten Ki1. of steam, let us put
9.5 Ki1. ot coal per hectolitre of juice arriving at the quadruple
effect, or 72.5 Kil. of coal per ton of beets, that a factory with in
terior diffusion would burn vvith coal like that used cLt Wanze,
following the comse of this factory, or else 63.6 Kil. of coal at
three per cent cinders.

Fmthel'more, if we consider the factories of France and Bel
gium, the factory of vVanze is of all, the one with the plant
best calculated to produce sugar the most economically possi
ble from the point of view of coal consumption.

What is the va.1ue of this economy~

Let us take the case of a well erected sugar factory with good
generators, burning but 110 kilogral11mes of coal pel' ton of
beets. If this sugar factory lowers its consumption to 63.6 Ki1.
of coal, the economy is 46.4 Kil of coal per ton of heets. Let
us suppose the yield in refined sugars to be nine per cent, this
coal economy is then 51.55 Ki!. per 100 kilogrammes of sugar
and if the coal is at 20 francs, it is 1.03 franc per bag of sugar,
10,300 for an annual production of 10,000 sacks, and we place
ourselves here in the condition the most favorable to a sllgn,r
factory. If it is considered that a sugar factory, of which the
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generators may not be as good, a.nd where the consumption is
130 Kil. .per ton, same coa,l and sa,me yield as above, the saving
is 1.48 franc per sack of sugar,. or 14,800 francs per 10,000 sacks.

For the sugar factories where the yield is less than nine per
cent, the coal lllore tha,n at 20 fl'ancs, the economy is larger
yet, and certainly there are many like this in France.

But there are further economies realizable by the same pro
cess. Besides the heating of diffusion with multiple effects,
there can, moreover, be effected the heating of the strike by
the means of the steam of the first division. If this additiona.l
saving was not effected at VVanze, it was because the heating
surface of the strike pans was too small, on ace-ount of their
large capacity, and a,bove all on account of the great height,
whlch makes an enormous charge upon the lo\ver coils and
compels us to employ in tbese coils steam at a high pressure.

And, in the meantime, if there is a point in the manufacture
where the sweet liquid has need of care itO is precisely at the
moment of the strike when the nature of the syrup is such
that its contact with a too heated surface rapidly fonn8 cara
mel (candy).

We are compelled ill the evaporating apparatus to heat the
syrup with steam at a temperature as low as possible, in oreler
not to alter it, and in strike coils on the contrary the steam is
at 4 and 5 atmospheres! It is a misconception of manufacture
that will have to be reformed some day among us as it is re
formillg itself in Austria, 'where are constructed horizontal
strike pans with large heating surfaces which therefore receive
their vapors from the first divisioll of the qucLelruple effect, and
even the second, and give golden masses, exempt from all
caramelization. Besides, it must not be forgotton that it is
thus that Mr. Hillieux had constructed his American apparatus
the strike pan being horizoutal and hetLted by the first division
of his apparatus. Lt is consequently to the Hillieux former
structure that they are returning to-day; that should never
have been tLbandoned for an installation less worthy, fetched
with the large modern appara,tus altogether defective.

'1'he intelligent manufacturers see, then, that large interest
they hewe to apply the Hillieux processes of heating by mul
tiple-effects, which will permit them to lower so' Illueh the
cost price of their sugar and to assure themselves a premium
of 1.50 fra,ncs per saek of sugar on those of their fello.w-brothers
less dilligent than them in entering the road of progress. It
goes, moreover, more to their interest; it goes to their future
beca,use Austria and GernuLlIy have furnished their factories
upon this system; and if the manufacturers do not take care
the strangers will turn against them these arms with which
they can provide themselves like the others from to-day.
Furthermore, would it not be prefentble to adopt immediately
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52.28 total furnish by the first pan.

The work of the factory is comprised, then, in two terms:
For the heatings, the evaporation and the strikes 1)3.28
For the radbtion which dimish 5.G!>

'Total 58.97

There is employed, then, here 58.97 kil. of vapors instead of
75.77 ; thus an economy of 22.17 per cent. of steam.

rrlms, supposing that a factory works as well as possible
with a triple-effect, the application everywhere of heating by
double effect produces an economy of 22 per cent.

But it should be remembered that it is rare to find a factory
consuming only 78.77 kil. of vapor per hectolitl'e of juice arriv
ing u.t the triple-effect! which makes 98~5 kil. of coal per tOll of

Total 75. 77

If all the heating and the strikes were made with the va.pors
derived from the first division of the triple-effect, the 81 kil.
of steam which are extracted from the juice in the triple-effect
will have to furnish, firstly, all the heatings: that is to S"ty,
there will have to be sl1bstracted from the t>1 kil. firstly 39.42
kil. of steam borrowed from the first pan.

There remains then 81-39.42=41.58 kilogl'ummes of steam to be
evaporated by triple effect: that is, ~31i..a=13.8G kil. to be evaporated in
each pan. Thus the first pan will have to furnish:

39.4~ kilo of vapors for the heatings,
13.86 kil. of vapors for heating the second pan,

t
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a process invented in France rather than fight its author, to
return to him at Germany's tow ~

Let us remark, in the meantime, that a visit ha.s been made
to Wanze at the end of the fabrication by some French manu
facturers representing a group of important sugar factOl'ies,
and that these gentlemen have admired the fine order of this
factory, and have testified how simplified is the work by these
separate heatings, all the operations being made in closed
vessels nearly without manual labor, without air contact, and
without coolings other than the radiation so much drawn out
at Wanze by the flight of the steam.

A few words of theory will allow us to understand why the
. heating process by multiple effects produces such a large

economy of fuel. In order to simplify, we will suppose a fac
tory operating as well us possible with a Rillieux triple-effect.
'1'he work in the factory would be, for example, the following:
For each hectolitre·of juice arriving at the triple effect, there
would be consumed:
For the heating and the strike 39.4~ of steam
For the loss due to radiation 9.35
For the triple-effect 8t 27.00



beets-let us say 100 kil. How many burn 130 to 150 kil. ~ It
is true to say also that, for our demonstration, we have taken
the most favorable case where aU the factory's heatings are
made by inultiple effects; and we have previously seen that
the strike oan seldom be made in France by multiple effects
on account of the strike pan's shape, and we will only arrive
at it by modifying these pans. Nevertheless, it is easy to
arrive at an economy of 20 per cen.t.· in the most ordinary
cases.

We follow the same reasoning in passing from the triple-
effect to the quadruple, with h6ating at multiple effects; we
anive at 35 per cent. economy in passing from the triple-effect
with 130 kil. coal consumption, as at Wanze, to quadruple
effect with heating.

We expect that these few words will suffice to explain tbe
economy of tbis ::;ystem.

Let us now see a few examples of the Rillieux's erections.
ln Austria the Ouval factory operating a double effect was

consuming 109.53 ki1. of steam per hectolitre of juice arriving
at the apparatus. This apparatus transformed in 1882 to
triple-effect by Mr. Rilleux has reduced the expenditure to
75.77 kil. of vapors-say all economy of 31 per cent. Later,
this triple effect WCLS transformed to quadruple effect, and was
consuming but 68.42 kil. per hectolitre of juice, making tbus
an economy of 53.3 per cent. on the old erection, or 3~.5 per
cent. on the Rillieux erection of triple-effect.

The Wehetul factory has been lately entirely placed anew on
the Rillieux system with quadruple effect and heating by mul
tiple effects, the steam consumption bas been only 49 kilo
gra.mmes per hectolitre of juice arriving at the evaporation.

rrhe data have been very exactly determined by the analysis
of coal, numerous experiments on the generators, the juice
quantities evaporated, upon the quantities of water condensed
in each part of the factory.

On the following, although we have data less exact, the
savings notwithstanding htLVe been determined with great
care.

It is thus that at MOC/IOU the economy has been 40 per cent
with quadruple efl'ect and heatings by multiple effects.

At Morovanlf, where the erection has been more complete,
the economy has been raised to 58.2 per cent.

In the following, which had only the heating applied to the
triple-effect, has been observed:
At Melnick 3~.G per cent. economy
At Nylnhurk · .42 "" "
AtVeliJn 38.8"" "
At !(wasitz 30.6"" "
At Horkn, Kopildno, E:ralup, etc 29 "" "
At Ifostucov, Kostel, etc , ·3G "" H
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The least economy that has been noticed is 25 per cent. in
the factories well arranged. ,.

In Russia the Natalevka factory, of which the erection is
complete, 47 kil. of vapor per hectolitre of juice. It is one of
the best results obtained until now. t-

At Skomorochly the vapor consumption is calculated at 52
Idl. per hectolitre of juice arriving at the quadruple effect. At
Potachina, triple-effect with heating, the vapor consumption is
but 64 kil., calculated also per hectolitre of juice.

In other factories the wood consumption has been largely
reduced. rrhus at Stavaia, Sinaiava, where there has been made
but one heating, the saving has been 20 per cent. At Zaroja,ny
it has been 39 per cent. In others, finally, we have the fuel
consumption, but we have been unable to deduct the economy
on account of the fuel variation.

It is thus that at Orlovetz the factory consumes greatly less
wood; but the quality cannot be appreciated.

Let us say, however, that in the erections in which :Mr. Ril
lieux has only corrected the eVcl,pomting apparatus, the
economy has been often considerable, as at :::lpiciney, where it ,A

obtained 38.1 per cent., and at Djunkoff where it arrived cLt
41.85 pel' cent.

You can see the magnificent results :which can be obtained
in the factories in \vhich the apparatus are defective, and
where the fuel consumption is high. Filli:l,lly, if we petSS to
Germany, the last-comoI' in the application of the H,illieux pro
cesses, we w1l1 find analogous economical figures. Mr. Hass
mus, the sole grantee of these processes has transmitted us the
following figures bearing upon the apparatus he has erected in
the trio campaign, 18SG and 1887. In the factories \vhere he
has transformed the double effects to triple effect in the heat
ing, more or less completed, he has obtained more than 25 per
cent. economy at Dahmen, Gross-Osterhausen, :::ltrassburg,
"\iVierthe, Frotha, etc.

At Zengnissi he has testified to 27.93 per cent. fuel economy.
Where there have been erected quadruple effects in place of
double effects, the difference has nearly always been more than
30 per cent., as at Schwitzerclorf, where it has been of 32 per
cent., and at Badersleden, Dodeleben, Rossleben, Strassfnrt,
e~ .

rrhe transformation of the triple effect into quadrtlple effect
has given 40 per cent. of economy at Minsleben with:1 com
plete structure perfectly successful. In the other factories of
Pelplin~ Adersdeft, Watenstedt, etc., it has not been less than
20 per cent. Finally, at Pelplin they h:1Ve transformed this
year the quadruple effect to quintuple effect. We have not
the fuel economy, but the factory director recognizes that it is
considerable in his attestation transmitted to Mr. Rassmus.
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Such are, in short terms, the results obtained in the Rillieux
innovations. The few examples we give will prQve to the
French manufaeturers what decisive step they can make in
their installations in order to diminish the fuel consumption.
They have only to compare their coal consumption with that
indiCttted in these examples, which they can all obtain, and
they will see what economy they can make each in bis par
ticular case.

We engage the manufacturers wishing to make these trans
formations. to make them as complete as possible; a half in
stallation furnishes only light results for the expenses they will
have to incur, the first expenses being the most considerable,
those of the general regulating of their evaporating apparatus.
The other outlays in re-heaterp to complete their installation
in the pads wbere they are necessary, are low in relation to
the first and besides they are those who produce the most.

We hope tlmt after this expose that the French !::lugar indus
try will understand the danger menaring her and the 111eans to
remedy, as we repeat all sugar industry which will not work
economically is destined to founder in fnmt of foreign compe
tition.

vVe profit of the occasion furnished us by the expose of these
improvements that the manufacturers can bring to their evap
oration, to try and make them understand the part that Mr.
Rillieux should play in their ind ustry.

When a per!::lon desires to build a, house he applies to an ar
chitect, who makes the plans, studies deeply to the best of his
client's interest, and accOlding to these plans the builder con
structs the house.

In sugar industry the engineers play tbe j'ole of architects
and the constructors that of builder. Now, gentlemen, the
manufacturers are in the habit of doing away with the en
gineer and addressing themselves directly to constructing firms
when they lmve some modifications to make in their factories.
In this they are very wrong. For if the constructors have a
good engineer, it must not be forgotten that these engineers
work for their firms rather than for the manufacturers, also
that they are not free, and consequently cannot regard the in
terests of the manufacturers as the civil engineer can, not be
ing attached to these constructing firms.

As to what refers to the evaporating and heating apparatus
the manufa.cturers are certainly required to have an engineer
to guide their interests in the improvements to be brought into
their apparatus, so much that in foreign countries no other
than he is more consulted for these operations.

We urge then, the sugar factories to imitate their foreign
competitors, andac1dress themselves to Mr. Rillieux, who will
indicate them all the economies, that they can realize in thei~'
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industry, as well the refiners than the manufacturers, to con
sider him the only architect capable to· inform them upon this
side of their work, and we are persuaded that the sugar indus
try will find herself well of this method which will assure her
a normal work. a,nd a rapid travel towa,rds the maximum of
the realizable economies.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE OF PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

There is situated on this small island and in a place which
was but recently an arid desert, one of the largest sugar cane
plantations in the world. Here, where neither a tree, and
scarcely a blade of grass could be found, can now be seen green
pastures, beautiful flower gardens, avenues of trees and twelve
thousand acres of sugar cane, and a sugar mill capable of man
ufacturing 100 to 112 tons of sugar pel' day.

A GIGANTIC IRRIGATION SCHEME.

This great change has been brought about by storing the
rain gifts of the clouds which have fallen on barren rocks forty
miles distant. and for nUlllberless ages has run to waste in the
sea below. The work of transferring this water from the
mountains to these fertile plains was an immense undertaking,
and it is by fa,r the grandest piece of engineering that these
islands can boast.

Some idea of the magnitude of this enterprise may be learned
from the fact that it took the best engineering talent that
could be secured to construct it. The difficulties to be sur
mounted in constructing these works were numberless. First.
there were thirty gulches to cross, some of them being over
2,000 feet wide and 400 feet deep, and it took for this purpose
alone, over 21,000 feet of forty-two inch pipe. rrhere are also
twenty-eight tunnels, three by eight feet, cut through solid
rock, some of them being 500 feet long.

Besides these tunnels, there are ditches cut through the solid
ground, the largest being thirteen feet at top, nine feet at bot
tom and three feet deep. rrhere are also seventeen miles of
flume, 4x3x3 feet, and three miles of flume 2x2x2 feet.

There are five reservoirs, the largest capable of holding forty
million cubic feet of 'water, and if they were all full it is sup
posed there would be water enough to irrigate the whole plant
ation for several months. rrhere are hvo main ditches, the
Waihee ditch, running to the mountains in'thenorthern part
of the island, and the Haiku ditch, running in an eastern direc-
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tion. The latter ditch is 5x8 where the land is steep, and forty
miles long" has about -three feet fall to the mile, and delivers
at weir from twenty to sixty cubic feet per second. There
were thirty gulches to cross, and twenty-eight tunnels and
fourteen bridges to be made in completing this race. The
Waihee ditch is the same size as the other and is twenty-one
l;Diles long, has an average grade of three feet per mile and de
livers at weir from twenty to seventy cubic feet of water per
second. rrhese two ditches deliver 8,000,000 cubicfeet of water
per day.

This water, which has been secured at so great a cost, is
guarded with jealous care. There is a relay of men kept con
stantly on the watch to see that none is wasted.. Each one of
these men has to measure the number of inches at weir every
hour and send in a report every night to the office. These men
are also held responsible for any loss that may occur on their
part of the ditch.

THE PLANTATION.

This sugar plantation is Ioeated on a large, fertile tract of
bottom land known as Wailuku and Waikapu Commons. It
is one of the best, if not the very best situation for a sugar
plantation that it is possible to find. There are 40,000 acres,
all in one piece and without any break whatever. Of this im
mense tract, owned by this company, there are 25,000 acres of
good cane Roil, of which 12,000 acres are constantly under cul
tivation. These immense cane fields extend for more than fif
teen. miles in one direction, are several miles in width, and'
when viewed from one end to the other they present one of the
finest sights seen on these islands. It is seen at its best at this
season of the year, (December) or just before the grinding corn
mences. Then the whole place seems literally covered with
cane, in all stages of growth. 1'here are this year, of plant cane
2,000 acres, varying from a few inches to six feet in height, and
all of it thriving wonderfully well. 1'here are 2,500 acres of
matured cane, r8i.tdy to grind. This cane is from ten to twelve
feet high, sta,nds very thick, is in perfect condition, and will
yield five to six tons of sugar per acre. The estimated yield
for a field of SOO acres that is now being ground, is six tons per
acre, and it may possibly turn out more than that amount.
This of course, refer::; to the plant cane, the ratoons or stubble
fields never yield so much, but enough to make them profit-
able.

This plantation is not only well stocked with cane, but is per-
fectly free from weeds and grass. Indeed, there is not a foot of
it but shows evidence of the greatest ca,re and the strictest at
tention. It is divided into seven crLmps. The mill is called
camp one, and the farthest from the mill is camp seven. fJ'his
was made necessary on account of the great distance or ex-
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tent of land and to keep the men near their work. Each of
these camps is fitted with stables, cook houses and houses to
accommodate the overseers and workmen.

CANE CULTIVATION.

The system of cultivation practiced-here is the best and most
economical,as well as what is best suited to the requirements
of this soil and climate. 'rhe plowing, cultivating and drag..
ging of the soil are all most thoroughly done, as it is consid
ered of great importance that the ground should be left fine
and mellow, and in good condition for the rapid growth of the
cane.

For plowing and breaking up the land three sets of very
powerful steam plows are used. There are two engines and I

• ten plows to a set. These engines are placed about half a mile
apart and one drags the plows one way and the other pulls
them back again. '1'here are five sixteen-inch plows in a gang
and usually plow about twelve inches deep. The three sets
plow from thirty to fOJ.iy-five acres per day. After the plow
ing is done. the. cultivators are set to work; these go rather
deeper than the plows; then come the steel chain drags, which
pulverize the ground as fine as powder and leave it in perfect
.condition.

After the furrows are completed, the level ditches are plowed
out with special plows. These· ditches are run in the same di
rection as the furrows. They are from ·500 to 700 feet apart
and about three feet deep and five feet wide. Boxes are fitted

. into the side of the level ditehes and are placed thirty feet
apart) for the purpose of supplying the water courses with
water. 'These boxes are fitted with gates so as to shut the
water off instantly.

'rhe land being ready for planting, the seed is selected from
the Lahaina mme and from the best, or rather the most healthy
ratoons. It is then laid in the furrow, in a continuous row, the
ends just touching each other and covered three inches deep
with earth and the furrow then filled with water. The plant
ing season is the most trying time here, for both man and
beast. The ground being dry the dust rises in clouds, is almost
blinding and it is impossible at times, for one to see twenty
feet ahead of him. Were it not for the fact that it contains
but little grit, it would be impossible for man to live in it.

The planting season lasts from June to November, and the
usual area planted is thirty acres per day, or 2,000 acres for
the year.

HOEING AND TRASHING.

The hoeing commences as soon as the weeds make their ap
pearance, so as to keep them from going to seed. But apart
from this, hoeing is found to be very beneficial to the growth
of the young cane, and is kept up until the cane is eight or
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nine months old. Trashing of thecauecommences in March,
and is done very thoroughly, so as to leave the stools of the
calle perfectly clean. rl'he next st.ripping commences about
June and the last in October, Great care is exercised ill striP"'
ping riot to remove any of the growing leaves. All the cane
looks strong and healthy and is free from rats or borers.

FERTILIZING.

Fertilizing is being practiced hereon quite an extensive
scale, with good results. All the manures and refuse from
sta,bles, mills, etc., are carefully saved and used to enrich the
soil. Artificial fertilizers are also used and fOllnd to be very
beneficial. These are placed in the cane rows just after the
'cane has started to grow, and just as the rootlets are seeking
for nourishment.

IRRIGATION.

Almost all the water needed for this plantation has to be ap
plied artificia,lly. This is rather an expensive method, but it
has advantages, for it is founel that irrigated land usually yields
one to two tons ot sugar per acre more than lanels that are
supplied only with rain water. rrhis ditch water also seems to
bring down the waste debris of the mountains, which contain
some elements of fertility that keep the soil in better coneli
tion. As the irrigation of so large a place as this is ot great
importance,a great deal of attention has been given to perfect
a system that will distribute a large amount of water in the
least possible time, and do it with the least possible waste of
water. All the ditches are planned for that purpose and laid
out so as to be convenient.

rl'he Ha,iku ditch runs along the largest part of the land under
cultivation. The Waihee ditch runs along almost in the mid~

dIe of the land Unclei" cultivation. The supply ditehes are
taken from the main diteh at convenient distances, these again
feed the level ditches, and they in their turn supply the water
courses which irrigate the cane. The fields are known accord~

ing to the number of the camp ill which they are situated, and
are mapped and laid out systematically, each section being
numbered from its level dikh, and each irrigation is recorded,
both as to date and the number of men emplbyeel. 1'hese irri
gations are repeated every eight days on plant cane, and at
more or less intervals on ratoon fields. A report of the sec
tions watered and number of men employed is sent to the office
every night from every part of the plantation. rrhese reports
are checked off on the maps by the bookkeeper, and the amount
of work done, the sections watered and the men employed are
laid before the Superintendent every morning. By thi~ means
he is enabled to see, not only what is done, but what is left un,.
done, and he can go tUrect to th\1t :part 9f the plantation wher~

he is most needed.
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To succe~sfully manage so large a place as this, a perfect sys
tem is necessary to ena,ble the Superintendent to keep a strict
~urveillance over the whole plantation and every department
and detail of cultivation and manufacture. Statistics are also
constantly ~ept to serve as a guide and as comparisons.

TRANSPORTATION.

The railroad system adopted here is found to be a great suc
cess. With this method there is. no more waiting at the mill
or whistling for cane, as there are now alwa.ys 150 to 200 cars
of cane at the mill. In constructing this railroad it was neces
sary to make one permanent double track running through the
~ntire length of the cane fields, and the branch tracks can be
laid down and carried in any direction, and at very short no
tice.
. . There are four locomotives on the place, two large ones for
hauling the cane to the mill, and two for other purposes. These
locomotives are of the best make, and can easily draw a train
of sixty or seventy cars. There are fo~·ty miles of railroad
track and about 500 cars.

THE MILL.

This sugar factory like the plantation is one of the largest in
the world. It usually turns out 100 tons of sugar per day and
could, if the cane was obtainable, manufacture 25,000 to 30,000
tons per year. It was the intention at the builders to make it
not only large, but complete and perfect as well. All the
buildings are of good design and are massive, lofty, spacious
and durable. '1'he engine rooms particularly, are fitted up and
fini~hed in fine style; the same can be said of the pan and
triple effect rooms. Indeed, the whole place was finished re
gardless of expense.

Some idea of the size of this mill may be judged by the di
mensions of the boiler house. '1'his is the largest building on
the place, it i3 85x157 feet, and contains twenty-seven steam
boilers. twenty-four are for burning trash and three for burning
coal. The trash boiler::; are set compound, having one flue and
one tubular boiler to a set. The fiue boiler is ux20 feet, and
the flue is thirty-nine inches in diameter and fitted with ten
Galloway tubes.. The tubular boiler is ux12 feet and fitted with
eighty-six three-inch tubes. The furnace is 4x5 feet and is set
in front of flue boiler. '1'his furnace is set on an incline and is
fitted with step bars and an automatic feeder. The coal boilers
are of the com bination type. All the steam generated in this
boiler passes into a fourteen-inch pipe. This main steam pipe
is 656 teet long and is an immense reservoir for all the engines,
pumps, pans, etc., to draw from.
. '1'her8 are three sets of engines and mill rooms. These build
in~s are :rl~c{:)~l n~l~ety-sevell feet apart and the first set is 100
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feet from end of boiler house. Each engine room is made
37x51 feet and twenty feet high. The mill room is 29x51 feet
and twenty-three feet high. Both of thes~ rooms are fitted
with traveling crane and patent chain tackl.e, so that the big-,
gest roller or spur wheel can be handled WIth ease. The en
gines are of the compound type, having juice heater between
low pressure cylinder and condenser. 'rhe high pressure cylin
der is 16x36, the low pressure 30x36, and t11ey develop 150 to
200 horse power. These engines run forty-five revolutions per
minute, run without fly-wheel and are geared twenty-five to
one of-mill.

For crushing the cane there are three sets of three-roll mills
and three sets of two-roll mills. '1.'he three-roll mills are fitted
with steel shafts, steel pinions and spur-wheel. 'l'hese three
roll mills are 32x66 inches, are grooved four to the inch, and
,have a periphery speed of twelve feet per minute, and crush
about 250 tons of cane in ten hours. The two-roll mills are
36x66 inches, they are grooved the same'as the three-roll mills,
and have ~1 periphery speed of thirteen feet per minute. They
are fitted with steel shafts ~1nd steel pinions, and cast-iron spur
wheels,' and a hydraulic pressure regulator. '1.'here were a
great many accidents here in former years, but the mills have
been strengthened and improved, so that they now run safely,
and are doing splendid work.

There is a system of trash carriers attached to these mills,
which take the tra,sh from the mills to the furnaces without
any handling whatever. 'rhere are five boiling houses, three
are for defecating and evaporating the juice, and two for boil
ing and drying the sugar. '1.'he houses for defecating the juice
are 50x93 feet and each one of them is fitted with three filter
presses, four clarifiers 5x2 Ll feet, four cle~1l1ing pans 5x20 teet,
three tanks for light and t\yO for heavy juice, and one triple
effect.

The largest boiling house is 50x158 feet, and contains one
vae-uum pan ten feet in diameter, and large enough to make
40,000 pounds of number one sugar at a strike. It is, however,
kept busy boiling llumber two and three sugars, the molasses
being boiled to proof. There are also 400 coolers, (on wheels)
sixteen Hepworth & Co.'s centrifugal machines, two steam en-
gines 12xlti inches and two sugar packers. .

'1.'he boiling house for num bel' on8 sugar is 4SxGO feet, is three
stories high and contains one vacuum pan twelve feet in diam
eter. This pan boils GO,OOO pounds of -number ono sugar per
strike and m~tkes three strikes a day. It has twenty steam coils,
and its vapor pipe is about five feet in diameter. It the hugest
anel finest looking pan founel on the islands. '1'11e1'e are also
eight sets of Hepworth & CO.'s centrifugal machines for drying
the number one sugar, one steam engine 12x20 and two sugar
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packers. Besides these there are a number of pump houses, a
blow-up house and storehouses. rrhere is ~L spacious machine
shop, whieh contains a lathe large enough to turn the largest
roller. All the other shops, storehouses, offices, etc., are ad
joining each other and convenient to the work.

It was the intention, when eonstructing these sugur works,
not ·only to make them useful, but unique and beautiful as
well. For this reason, avenues of trees were planted all about
the mills, along the roads and through the cane fields, which.
have greatly enhanced the beanty of the place.

rrhe dwelling houses a,nd accom modations for the workmen
are first class. rrhere is a building called the club-house, for
the skilled workmen. It is very pleasantly situated, being sur
rounded with trees and broad verandas. 1'here is ;:I. billiard
room with a large hall for dcl,ncing parties, etc. Large and
convenient houses are provided for the headmen of the differ
ent departments.

The ~upel'intendent's residence is one of the finest seen on
the Hc1waiian Islands. It is almost entirely surrounded with.
flowers, lawns and ornamental trees, the pl'cmises being most
beautifully ancl tastefully laid out and kept in the best possible
condition.

AN UNRIVALLED SUGAR ENTERPRISE.

After examining and viewing the working of this princely
sugar plant,l,t.ion, of which but ~L faint description is given,
one is strnck ''lith its vastness, its completeness and the perfect
order und ra,pidmanneJ.: in which everything progl'esses. Here
can be found water works, cultivation, irrig,Ltion, steam plow
ing and transportation and nmnl1f,wture of suga,r. conducted,
not only rapidly but judiciously, and in cL comprehensive ancl
systematic manner. The whole resources are now brought
into use, <wd every department and every detail of'the work is
carried to the highest state of efficiency. .Not only has the
,vorking of this great enterprise been improved and perfected,
but it is the opinion of J\'1r. U. C. Williams, t.he fonner, andl\fr.
Hu.sdl 1I101'ri8011, the present Superintendrmt., that the estate is
improving from yeaT to year. '1'his rofers n1Oro particularly to
the soil, which is llOing so thoroughly cultivated and manured,
as well as Ileing ul'ought into eOllt,wt with the water, sun and
air. from which ,done the sugar and profit. C1m be extracted.

This estate has all the resources and facilities of a first class
sug'.L[" phtntiLtion, and i.t is ccrbLin that if it is worked as judi
ciously as at present, it will yielel 10,000 to 15,000 tons of sugar
per year and is bou nd to be successfu1. rl'llG distance of the
mill from t.he farthest field is found to be 110 objcction at all,
for when a, car is once loaded, drawing it a few miles on a good
tr<1ck amounts to notfling.

Mr. Claus Spreckels was the organizer of this gigantic enter-

y-
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prise, and it is to his indomitable energy and means that it has
proved so successful. The whole estate is well located amI ar
ranged, tl,nrl so perfectly organized as to reflect credit on the
master mind that conceived it, and on the skill which brought
it to completion. It also seems to demonstrate the practieabil
ity of the central factory system, which is now so much talked
of here and elswhere, and which in some localities on our isl-
ands can be successfully adopted and carried out. O.

---u

]JJ{PROVEMENT Oli' THE SUGAR CANE.

To THE EDITOR OF "SUGAR." 8ir:-I have received by this
mail a cutting from the .A..1'gOSY, of Demerara, on variation and
selection in plant life, which I have read with great interest,
dealing as it does with the question of improving the sugar
cane at present cultivated in Demerara, by means of selection.
1'he paper is a most able one, and states fairly all the objec
tions which can be raised against doing much in this direction.
I confess, however, I am by no means convinced, and [ feel
that it is bold in me to say so, as the writer is evidently thor
oughly competent and tL high botanical authority, which I can
not pretend to be; but I am a profound believer in the prin
ciple of development by llleans of selection, and I should like
t? point out where, I think, the article is faulty in its conclu
SIOns.

The writer ~,ssul11es, rathel' than proves, that selection in the
case of propagation by cuttings 01' buddings is ineffective for
producing variety. He states tlmt it is so, and then says he
has sho\vn that it is so. Of course the production of a variety
is an immeasurably l<1rgel' question than the production of an
increase in size (let us say), or the intensification of some qual
ity already existing, such as quantity of juice 01' quantity of
sugar contained in the juice of the pl<1nt. It surely will not
be contended that a well grown and well developed plant will
not produce a, hea.1thier bud than a, stunted and starved plant.
.From this vvell nourished bud we might fairly expect, in equal
circumstances, (1, better cane than from a less nourished bud.
Is there reaJly allY experience to show where this process would
stop? Can anyone say that by such selection we could not in
crease the average length of our canes by one foot, or even six
inches?

Hecollect that I have received fairly good evidence that
where selection has been tried it has been as successful as could
be expected, and although I do not pretend t.lmt the evidence
is such as could be accepted as at all conclusive, it ma,y, at any
rate, be fairly set. ag:ainst a prior reiJsoning which is really all
that the article you have sent me can claim to be. Until care
ful experiment has shown tlHLt selection is powerless to produce
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healthier and more robust individuals, under· similar condi
tions, than are no\" produced, I confess I shall remain uncon
vinced that it cannot be done. What we are seeking is not a
new variety but a more robust growth in that which we have.

r should 111 uch like to see some of our Demerara, planters ..
making experiments for themselves, and if you think the in-
sertion of this. letter would be likely to interest some of them
in the subject, you are at liberty to publish it.

I am, etc., N. LUBBOCK.
·16, Leadenhall street, 28 ~ov., 1888.

[The above is taken from Suqcl1', of Jan. 1, 1889, which re
prints a portion of the Demerara article referred to. Having
read the same article in the Argosy, of Oct. 24, we were struck
with its novelty and importance, we cut it out and placed on
file to be inserted when occasion called for it. The recent dis
cussion on the improvement of the sugar cane renders the
views of the Demerara correspondent of speciaJ interest at this
time, and they appear to be those of a person who is familiar
with the subject on which he writes. His article is therefore
inserted without abbreviation.-.I£D. PLANTERS' :MONTllLY.]

VARIATION AND SELECTION IN PLANT CULTIVATION.
(From the Demerara Argosy, Oct. 27.)

Variation by deseent, from the generally close likeness which
is due to heredity, and change of character arising from lHttural
selection in the slow passage and long course of' ages, are the
groundwork of the Darwinian theory; not that all variation is
perpetuated; in this there would be no natural selection; a,ny
vitriation that proves of it character useful to the organism pos
sessing it, is perpetuated and developed; any proving of no such
adva,ntage is not transmitted. By this theory Mr. Darwin has
explained how the varied, complicated, and highly organized
life of' to-day, animal and vegetable, (with the forms of life
which haNe perished, links in the chain of descent) has arisen
from a simple, primal elementary state. But long before Mr.
Darwin revolutionised naturaJ philosophy by expounding this
theory of variation and the survival of the fittest in the strug
gle of life, men had in practice recognized its facts, and by
their interposition turned it to their own advantage. Perceiv
ing the variation that attended descent in nature-tlmt plants
01; animaJs born of the Rame parents were nevel' exactly alike
each other, nor exactly like thefr parents-man intervened and
selected for breeding for his own use those offspring of the dif
ferent kinds which presented some VrLl'iation which he desired
to perpetuate or extend to his own adva,ntage. By these means
have arisen the numerous ra,ces or strains, a,s breeders caIl
them, in domesticated aninmls and plants. Where two separ-
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ate animals or plants po~sessed qualities man desired to have
combined in one, he secured the object by cross-breeding.
Having accomplIshed his object, he kept the strain or race pure
by selecting for breeding the best of the kind it produced, and
bypreventip.g further cross-breeding. 'rhis has been for many
years past the ABC of the breeder's profession, and any con
travention of it he knows would work to his disadvantage.
But in the vegetable division of organic life under the breed
er's and cultivator's hands, the perpetuation of a type is not
exclusively confined in all cases to sexua.l generation. In wild
nature, too, if I may use the term to distinguish her operations
unfettered or uninfluenced hy any act of man, we know that
sexual generation is not exclusively the rule in reproduction of
animal or plant life. In some of the lowest types of animate
life, multiplication is 'effected by simple spontaneous division,
the parts separated possessing individua.lly all the functions of
the former whole, maturing and repeating in time similar sub
elivisions. It has been said that these organisms may be re
garded as having immort~Lllife, as, unless destroyed, they never
die, renewing their youth in each act of multiplication. Cer
tain plants, too, growing in a state ef nature, though possess
ing sexual functions, often propagate by buds which spring
.from the roots, branches or leaves, which buds, when suffi
ciently developed, root and form other plants under the neces
sary fcworable conditions. Among common plants familiar to
almost everyone which do this in a state of nature, are many
ferns, and that universal garden plant in the tropics, (called in
consequence, "leaf of life,") BrIJophyllum calycin1l1n. Numer
ous other examples will occur to any who are at all widely ac
quainted with plants. As in generation, variation sometimes
occurs by bud reproduction, but this is not to be regarded as
the equivalent of the processes resorted to .by the gardener of
perpetuating a kind by cuttings or buds rooted in the ground
or grafted on other plants. In the latter case there is no vari
ation whatever; the same plant may be perpetuated without
change while time lasts, and it is chiefly because of this non
liability to variation that in plants possessing sexual generative
functions unimpaired these means of propagation are resorted
to by gardeners and agriculturists to keep the variety pure.
·With natural generation there is vc"Lriation, and in cultivated
plants, by suppression of all that seems inferior and selection of
all that seenls good or snperior, improvement is made; but
neither progression nor retrogression is possible by a propaga
tion which is effected by simple division of the parts. 'rake for
instance, the branch of a mangu tree and graft it on another
young mango tree. All shoots that may spring from the young
tree, the stock, must be carefully suppressed and the graft only
allowed to grow up. If, now, fro111 this grown up graft a shoot
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is taken and grafted on another young mango tree, and this
graft alone is again allowed to grow' up, and the process is eare
fully repeated, say for a thousand years, the mango tree or
trees existing a,t that time will be simply a bona fide piece or
pieces of the tree that formed the first link ill the long chain
of descent.

Our mangoes are ilOt exclusively propagated in this way, are
very rarely so propagated in fact, anel therefore we have no
such pure variety, but we have severa,} cultivated plants which,
of necessity, from time immemorial have been propagated in
this way, and htwe therefore preserved an absolutely unvary
ing cha,racter that will remain uncha.ngecl as long as the same
system of propagation is continued with them. .1. refer to such
plants as the sugar cane, bttnana" plantain, breadfruit, etc. All
these plants have from time immemorial been cultivated by
man, ttnd propagated, probably first for convenience and subse
quently of necessity, by cuttings or suckers. The consequence
of this interposition by man and constant method of propaga
tion, is that they have given up seed bearing, the function be
ing of no service to them, and they therefore cannot be further
improved. We know that of nearly all these plants-canes,
baucLnas and phtntains-we have numerous varieties; how
these varieties arose we have no knowledge. They originated
before historical days, prubably an almost infinite time be
fore, but whether by variation in sexual generation before the
capacity was lost, or by bud variation before or suhsequent to
that period in their life history, we know not. Of such plants
as these we cannot alter the constituent character-those in
herent elements which constitute its individmtlity; they c:m
only be effected temporarily by external conditions. But to
those unacquainted with these facts we may appear to be able
to alter them 111 uch. High cultivation on suitable land with
favorable climatic conditions will prodnce anyone of these
plants in the highest form it is capable of being produced in;
the extreme reverse of these conditions will produce the same
variety in the very worst for111 it can be produced in; and the
respective eanes, plantains, banan~ls, 01' whatever the plants
might be, would seem to any but an expert to be absolutely
different, one fl"0111 the other. But t,tke the cuttings or suckers
fr0111 the good ground and plant them in tho bad, ltnd from the
bad ground to tllO good, and the result will be exactly the Sitme
on OlLch piece of lanel. thitt variety which appoared to bo good
on the good land will now be bad on the bad lanel, and that
which was bad on the ba(l land will be good on the good l:tnd.
The revers,tl proves that the plants have not varied in their
essential character; they have only varied in relation to the
varying conditions under which they were grown. In othor
words the clitTerence is only a question of sustenance C1ncl other
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conditions, the presence or absence of which favor or retard
growth. To the degree they are supplied or deprived of these
essentia.ls to growth, to the same degree do they prosper or fail
to prosper, and vary in external aspect, as a child kept short of
food will get thin, but supplied with a sufficiency will get fat,
remaining in all inherent charaeteristics the same throughout.
It does not follow that every variety wil,l act the same under
the same conditions. The tactor that probably produced orig
inally the numerous varieties of ectCb species was v"trying con
ditions of environment, and it is only what one might expect
if one variety does better in one country soil, or situation than

..another, other conditions being equal. rrhis variation under
ditferent conditions, is the chief reason that makes it worth
while for the cultivator to experiment with different promising
varieties, selecting for his service those which prove best
adapted to the conditions with which he has to deal. ·What I
desi re to impress is, that the conditions governing the repro
duction of the chief of our tropical agricultural plants preclude
our rJiaking any inherent improvement in them. Modification
I have shown only comes by sexual generation or, casuaJly, by
bud vari"Ltion. Our canes, bamllHLs, plantains, breadfruit and
some other plants in a partial degree, do not breed, and there
fore we have no opportunity of influencing them in the direc
tion of variation, and our only chanee of variation is confined
to the possible prod uet-ion of a new form of bud agency. What
has been supposed by some planters to be spontaneous varia
tion in onr canes is due to the introduetion of other varieties.
These varieties have heen ea,sily identified with well known
types. Different kinds growillg side by side have been supposed
to modify each other, but bow any modification by mere con
tiguity of position could have been !Jrought about has not been
explained. Two stools of canes could no more modify each
other's chara(~ter by growing side !Jy side than could two ani
mals fed in adjacent stalls modify each other. These fallacies
must arise from an imperfect perception of the laViS governing
ehange in plant or animal life. No plant or animal already in
the world carl be modified in its essential cbaraeteristics, but
we CIL]} ini"luenee its progeny in any cliredion \ve may desire.
II; then, no phtnt or animal once limn can be modified hy man,
it is evident none of the agricultural plants I bave mentioned
can be modified, for I have shown that those we are growing
to-day are, allowing for growth, but pieces of those grown a
thousand, or perhaps ton thousand years ago, and that probably
will still be grown the sallJe timo hence. This being the case
it is useless for us to pursue the impossible; let us devote our
attention and our eiJol'ts to that which is within our reach.
rrllOugh wo (~annot ehange our plallts into other plants, u:e can
p}'oduce tltem U,IJ //ood clIltilJutiol/ ill tlw /llfJkestfo}'1Jt they are cap:t-
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" Calle(l ill the Sa Il(lwich Islands nnd elsewhere Lahaina, a synonym evi-
dently of Olli' ~!\IlW Bour!)(j~, .

(FROM THE KEW BULLETIN, DECEMBER, 1888.)
Recently a statement has reached Kew, from a trustworthy

source, that seedling sugar canes had been found at Barbados,
and that plants were in course of being raised at the Botanical .,A-

Station in that island, under the care of Professor Hanison
and Mr. Bovell. .

Mr. J. B. Harrison is Island Professor of chemistry and agri
cultural science at Barbados, and in conjunction with Mr. T. R.
Bovell, who is superintendent of Dodd's Reformatory, he has
been engaged for the last three years in cultural and chemical
experiments with various Idnds of sugar canes. The results of
these experiments have been published offidally by the Gov
ernment of Barbados, and afford data of a vuluable character
as regards the effects of various manurial constituents applied
to sugar canes, as a,lso the relative merits of new and old vari
eties of canes now under cultivation in the West Indies.

The statement sent by Professor Harrison appears to prove,
in a perfectly natural and circumstantial manner, that a few
mature seeds may be occasionally produced by the sugar cane
under certain circumstances. It is stated by Rumphius that
the sugar cane "never produces flowers or fruit unless it has
remained several years in a stony place." He does not, how
ever, say whether he ever saw the fruit, nor does he cite any
proof of the fact in the shape of seedlings, self-sown or other
wise. The canes that would be likely to produce fruit would
be those varieties nearest to the original wild cane, and prob
ably on that account they would be less rich in suga,r than the
canes improved by a long course of cultivation..

Without expressing a decided opinion all the subject, ::l,nd in

ble of being p1'oduced in. Every planter knows how wide a
range he has here to work upon. Take again the sugar cane
for instance. With the same variety a field has produced at
one time half a ton of silgar per acre, at another it has pro
duced three tons per acre. This great difference was due
chiefly to difference of seasons, but much depends .also on the
quality of the soil, drainage and character of the cultivation.
But three tons per acre is not the extreme limit of production
of the sugar cane; it has produced more than that in this col
ony, and the same variety* is reported capable of produeing
(rather, it is asserted, has actually produced in the Sandwich
Islands over small areas of twenty acres or so) at the rate of
seven tons per acre. It is therefore, in the direction of high:"
cultivation that we must look for improvement in the yield of
our canes.

,.-
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the absence of the specimens themselves, the information snp
plied by Professor Harrison is, so far, the most tangible of any
yet received to show that the cultivated sugar cane may occa~

sionally produce mature fruits.
GOVERNMENT LABORATORY, BARBADOS, Sept. 17, 1888.

On certain of the higher districts of the island, from time to
time growths of sugar ca.ne resembling fine grass have been
noticed, but in most cases no attempts have been ma.de to cul
tivate them. Mr. Parris, some years ago, succeeded in raising
a few canes from the cane arrow or flovvering shoot. Mr.
Clarke did the same with the arrow of the purple transparent
cane, but did not succeed in getting the seedlings to flourish,
and my wife's father, many years ago, succeeded in getting the
arrows to produce young canes, but not in cultivating them.
Knowing these cases, Mr. Bovell and myself considered that a
favorable opportunity of examining into this question offered
itself during the cultivation of the varieties of canes which we
have here. These canes were planted in rows of four broad by
twenty-five feet deep, and so as to have two sets of each kind,
in all thirty-six plots of eighteen varieties, planted side by side.
The plots were noticeable this year for the nUl11 bel' of arrows
sent up by some of the varieties. VVe gave strict orders to the
laborers employed in weeding and watching the adjacent land
to report to us any grasses springing up upon them in any way
differing from the usual weeds. l'owards the end of January
they reported to us that a few tufts of grass different to the usual
kinds, were making their appearance. We found these to be
growing in a rather narrow belt of the field on one side of the
plots and in a little below it, following the directiol1 of the pre
vailing wind. rrhey were found not only Oil the surface of the
field, but also on the bottom of a drain which had been dug in
the field to the depth of eighteen inches. Some eighty or
ninety sprung up at intervals afterwards. We found a good
deal of difficulty in keeping them alive. as the sun quickly
shrivelled them up; it was necess,Lry to protect them i1J. many
cases from the direet rays of the sun, ,Lm1 to keep them con
stantly watered. In this way we succeeded in saving some
sixty-four or sixty-five plants. Of these we carefully examined
three 01' four, so as to ascertain as far as we could the absence
of any pn,rtieles of old cane in them. rl'heir mode of growth
was quite different to that of canes gl'ovving fro111 the eyes of
canes. Sixty plants were successfully tmnsplanted, and are
being cultivated. At present they are not far enough advanced
in their growth to speak with certainty, hut there appears to
be amongst them several different kinds. probably five or six at
the least. If yon think it worth while, 1\11'. Bovell and myself
will send you a specimen cane of eaeh sort in ,~m1Lmry or Feb
ruary next, when they will be sufficiently £Ow advanced to show
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It is now about a, year since arrangements were made to .,,;\
start sugar beet cultivation in Pajal'o valley. Claus Spreckels
made the move and the farmers secouded tile projed by enter-
ing into contracts with him by which they pledge themsel ves
to plant and work a certain acreage of beets, he furnishing the
seed, and moreover, giving chreetlOns ho"" to plant. cultivate
and harvest the beets. .Mr. Spreckels bound himself to pay $4
a ton for beet::; that polarized fourteen pel' cent saccharine, and
more if they yielded above that standard.

The beets haNe. now all been harvested and deli"ered
at the beet factory in Watsonville. By looking 01'01' the whole
field of-this industry for the first yef1l' of its trial, every candid
observer must 8(Ly tl1:lt both parties of the contract have en
deavored to carry out what they agreed upon, but nevertheless
there is mor8 or less general dissatisfa:ction amongst the beet
growers about the results obtained.

The general cry is, "they don't p[\,y $4 a ton." What Mr.
Spreckels says about his pay we do not know; he does not and
cannot accllrately know before he has made his settlement i1t
the end of the season. But this is a known fact, that he is well
plo,Lsed with the quality ami also with the quantity of the
sugar percent'Lge. Tho fitrl11ers ea n alroacly tell whether it is
fol' them a paying industry, the way they have been raising
them this year-more or loss uncleI' immediate directions and
control of Mr. Spreckols' agents, and they all agree "they do
not pay $4 a ton." Tho question arise:,; now, .• what will he
the outlook for beets next year?" This is a Illost seriolls quos
tion 1'01' Watsonville and its vieinity, and 011 its solution de;.
pends more than many c("1n see at preseut.

their characteristic. The way in which they first grow is quite
sufficient to account for them not being often notieed upon the
fields. The weather here during January last was particularly
f,LVonLble for their growth, and the fact of different varieties
heing grown side by side is, of coun:1e, mudl more fc\'vorable for
the production of seed than the growth of one variety only. I
have never heard of the Bourbon cane producing here fertile
arrows, in all the alleged cases of fertilit.y the <LlTOWS were
either those of the purple or white-transparent varieties which,
as you are aware, are prone to variation. \\' e shall ag,Lin at-
tempt this ye~tr to obtain the same results. I am anxious to
have the benefit of your opinion upon this year's results, as of
course, if we can eshtblisb the fact of the cane occasionally,
and, under certain favorable conditions, producing fertile seed,
it will open an important field of investiga,tion.

J. B. HARRISON.
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The beet industry should he well discussed; and to allow all
the farmers a chance to give their experience of the past year,
a meeting should be beld u,t an early date in Watsonville.
There everyone who takes an interest in the valley and in Wat
sonville should give his views. 1'here should be no animosity
and no spirit of contradiction. The tone of the whole proceed
ings should solely aim a,t this one point: to find out ways and
means to make beet growing a paying industry both to fanners
and manufacturers.

'rhe great complaint farmers make against the raising of
heets is, "there is too much manual labor; too much to do
with the hoe in eleaning and thinning." In answer to this it
must be admitted that there has been too much of that kind
of work the past season, and it must also be stated that in
America, and especially in California, farmers are not accus
tomed to work with hoe and spade, and that that l{ind of hired
help is really too high to be paid for by farmers. Machines do
our principal work, not ollly in cities.but alHo in the country.
But is there no other way of cleaning our beet fields other than
to do. it with the hoe~ Can we not plant the beets in such a
way as to work them with the cultivator, sow them with the
com mon drill ~ 1 think we can, and the following plan may
perhaps be practical: 1'ake a common grain drill and drop
the seed in rows twenty-four or thirty inches apart. Drop the
seed as you chop wheat, or if the machine can be regulated, at
frol11 five to eight inches apart. Drop at least three grains, for
fear some may not sprout. By planting them thirty inches
apart you get sufficient room to plow and cultivate them as you
plow and cultivate corn, and there will be TIO danger of the
weeds overgrowing the beets, provided the cultivator is put in
in time. There is no chLnger of getting the beets too thick in
the row, because last year's experience has suHiciently shown
thu,t they l11tLy shLncl closer than eight inches, as was directed
last year. In lllany instances the closer they stood the better
they were. .

1n pulling or rather loosening the beets use the cultivator,
only exchange the shove:s for the pointers. Point-ers loosen
tvvo rows of beets at once, so that they could easily be pulled.
By growing the beets that way the manual labor with hoe and
shovel would be reduced to at least one-eighth of last year's
work, if not to one-tenth, and the pulling the same.

Anothcr objection is, "thc topping and cleaning is too tecli
ous ,York" There is some truth in that; it is tedious, slow
and expellsive. But could no 111(1('hine be invented to do some
of that work? Could not (1, machine, something like a, mower,
or better a lawn mower, top the beets in the field, and could
not another maehine be constructed at the factory through
which all the beets had to pass i1ud which would, by some can·
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trivauce, clear them of the surplus of fibres and of stems and
leaves~ Something on the same plan as they use in stock
yards, whereby the bristles are almost entirely taken from the
butchered. hogs. It would reduce the manual labor of beet
growing very much, .md by and by beets could be handled as
potatoes. But, apropos, is it really necessary to have every
thing taken ofl' from the beets as they do it now~ I should
think the machinery, especially in the Watsonville factory, has
attained such perfeetion that little fibres could not in any way
injure the sugar, where is done so much boiling and pressing,
and surely much labor would be saved.

Let us now look upon the beet industry in another view:
It will never do to consider one side of a thing; to form a

correct judgment it has to be considered in all its bearings.
Everybody will admit that it is a good thing for any man-and
conseqLIently the hmner is not excepted-not to be dependent
upon one thing; in our case upon one crop. The better a coun
try is adapted to a variety of crops the better for the farmer.
And the better the farmer looks out for diffel'ent crops-as
corn, potatoes, wheat, etc.-the surer he "vill make a Jiving.
The beet industry adds, however, another branch of agriculture
to this fertile valley, and for this reason it should be fostered
as much as possible. Besides this, the sowing of beets and the
harvesting of them fall in seasons when our California farmers
are not very busy. Wheat and oats and barley have been
sowed when beets must be sowed; and in the fall these crops
have·been havestec1 when the beets are ripe and fit for the fac
tory. The beets come i11 , as it were, fill a kind of ga,p in our
agriculture that could otherwise not be well utilized except in
some cases by useless going to town and spending the time
there talking politics.

Beets may be attended, cleaned and ·weeded by women und
children, as we saw last year. Many boys made good wn,ges,
who would otherwise have been doing nothin,g. l'hey tend to
banish idleness, the fruitful source of mischief.

The cash we received is not the only value the farmer gets
for his labor. 'rhe pulp at the factory, of which the beet grow
ers get a share, is worth consiclenLble, especially as it is ready
for use at a time when the pastures of Ca,lifomia are poor. At
the beginning of this season, ,when the hills were bare and dry,
the farmers were very anxion~ to get the pulp for their stock,
and even those "vho did not have any beets to deliver n,t the
factory, because they had been too timid in contracting with
:Mr. Spreckels. did not refuse the good pulp for their cattle.

Ot:18r CI'U mbs that fall from the rich sugar beet bble are the
tops ~Ll1d leaves that me cut ofl' from the beets in the. field.
They give sufticient feed for quite a number of head of cattle
for a length of time, a,nd they are a11l10::;t worth as much as a
crop of pnmpkins would be from the same field.
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The same papel' of a later date says: Claus Spreckels, now
in Washington, has promised that as soon as he is satisfied of
the probable action of the Senate on the sugar tariff he will
notify the Beet Sugar Company. If the bill is bound to go
through in its present shape no beets will be raised in this val
ley this year. If it is to be amended 01' defeated then beet
contracts will he here as soon as the result is known. The
contracts are ready and are only held back to see what Con
gress is going todo. It is highly improbable that the sugar tariff
will be changed. In CCLse it is not, Superintendent Waters will
have the contracts at his office and will personally deal with
fanners and calmly discuss with them the modifici:Ltions they
may wish. He assures us that hereafter there will be no Ci:Luse
for complaint about yard regulations. There ,,,,ill be two sets
of ::icales-one loaded and one fol' empty wagons-and the fac
tory will be run at such speed from the opening that there will
be no shut oil' in bauling. If Cong-ress does not interfere with
the sugar tariff: we believe that lSSU will be a, red letter year
in the histoi'y of Pajaro valley.

The names of tho farmers entitled to the $500 and $250
prizes ofl'ered by Claus Spreckels at the beginning of last sea
son for the best retord in beet culturo will be made known at
.Watsollville this woek.

NOTE.-The value of the pulp and beet tops, and of the leaves,
unhappily, has not well been demonstrated on account of our
early rains that made the fields, pastures and mountains re
dound with an abundance of grass. But suppose the rains had
stayed away till Christmas-then we would have seen the de
mand for pulp and the tops of beets.

WARNING.-'l'here was one blunder made by many beet grow
ers this year; they planted too lllany acres. Instea.d of culti
vating ten acres they had forty or fifty, even more. That was
too much for proper attention in the time ot' harvesting. By
planting in a different manner it may do well enough to have
that many acres, but even then the acreage should not be too
large. Next year they will be more careful and not contract
for more than they can properly manage.

These are some views all the sugar beet industr}T in Pajaro
valley. Let them be taken for what they are worth, and let
Qther parties also advocate their ideas about the same subject.
An exchange of ideas will perhaps clear the horizon from the
mist and fog thcLt is at present covering it. The farmers and
the managersof the Western Beet Sugar Company should con
tinue to meet in friendly wayK and see that all obstacles are
removed as far as possible, and both parties make an honest
profit.-Corr. ~f the Watsonville PaJal'onian.
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rrhere is 110 better time to study economy in fuel than right
now, when such enormous quantities are being consumed in
.onr Louisiana sugar-houses. Wonderful progress h,JS been
made within a few years, and within ten years the consump
tion of coal has been reduced probably one-half.

The largest gain in fuel has come from the better extraction
of juice, giving a drier bagasse for fuel, until bow there are
houses in the State, that at times burn neither coal nor wood;
but so far as we learn, none lmve yet been able to reduc8 the
consumption of coal for the whole season below three and one
half barrels 01' 700 pounds of coal to make 1,000 pounds of
sugar.

Conspicuous among the successful bagasse furnaces is that of
Belle Alliance, constructed by :Major Dunn, and advel'tised
in our columns; Imt the fuel records after the campaign is
over; will enable every planter to judge for himself which is
best. But there seems no doubt now, without awaiting further
experience, that every planter who makes even a moderate
amount of sugar should have a bagasse burner.

Apart from the matter of the production of steam comes now
its successful preservation and economical use. We published
an article recently on the immense value of pipe covering to
prevent radiation, and the model'll sectional pipe coverings are
so convenient that there can be no present excuse, except reck
less indifference, for not using some kind of covering.

The steam once made and in circulation, it should be used
until it flows back into the heater in the shape of hot water.
Few planters are aware that in u::;ing live steam they only
secure about one-fifth of the cwailable heat and lose about four
fifths.

rrhis brings us to the double effect, and while many planters
cannot now arrange to erect double effects, yet they had better
consider their use in the near future as imperative. ,wd begin
to compare notes and to study the merits of the va,rious types.
We have been informed tlmt at t,he Messrs. Lemann's Belle
Terre sugar-house they have made severa.l runs lately with no
other fuel than bagasse, and that they attribute this gnwd suc
cess to their splendid double effect, built for them hy Edwards
& Ihubtman, and to their bagasse furnace, of Major Dunn's
construction.

This surpasses the hest work reported even in Demerara,
where six-tenths of a pound of coal per pound of sugar pro
duced, was the best result reported about a year ago.

In a skilfully armngec1 sugar·house the clarifi(:ntion and
evaporation can nearly all be done with exhaust steam.

Were we to adopt Mr. Young's Hawaiian Island vacuum

ECONOMY IN SUGAR-HOUSE PUEL.
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cleaning pans, then the whole chLrificatiol1, evaporation and
concentration could be done with exlJa.ust steam, and the four
fifths of our fuel tlULt we formerly sent off into the air unused
would be utilized.

As this cannot well be clone at once by every planter there
are immense economies that should be adopted anyway. One
of these is the use of first class st8ttrn tra.ps. Some engineers
and some sugar makers have become disgusted with stea,l11
traps from various eauses, ~Ll1cl have a.rranged set-coeks instead
of traps. As the outflow ofcondensed water is always varying
it is evident tlmt any cock set a,t any given opening is a very
pOOl' substitute ror a eompetent steam trap that will discharge
all the conden8ed water and yet retain all the steam. There
are many excellent steam traps, and one in particular, made
by our townsmen, }Iessrs. Taylor Bros., is of especial exeel
lence ; and a good steam trap will repay its whole cost a dozen
times in a season. rfo blow steam directly through the clm'i
fier pipes or through the coils of a vacuum pan, even into a
heater or hot well, and then into the open ail', is financial sui
cide, and "ve lmve so much criminal matter of that kind to ac
count for that we should reform, and reform at once, wherever
we CtLl1.

It may he urged that live steam does not hlow through.
How does the man nmking this assertion know? It can only
be determined by arranging the outlet pipes with a discha,rge
into the open ail' and a stop cock on the pipe leading into the
heater. rl'hen the work being done can be eX<Lmined, and there
is no other convincing- vvay.

Any LouisianfL sugar-house to-day that has a bagasse burner
and double effed, tLncl is burning a barrel of coal per ton of cane
consumed, is doing indifferent, if not ac1iua,lly betel work; and
three-quarters of ,L barrel of coal, or 1M) pounds of coal to each
ton of cane, should be considered as sr.arcely endurable, and
economic excellence lies in figure8 considembly ·lower.

There remains another chance for fuel economy that we have
not mentioned. and that is the use of hot feed water for the
boilers. .

It makes one sic.k to think over the common custom in all
our sugar-houses c1ming the last twenty yetH'S, of collecting in
a common heater all the condensed water of the house, anel
then trying to pump it into our boiler, finding tl111t our pumps
won't work, nnd that we are compelled to run part of the hot
water into the ditl;h and cool the rest with cold water until the
pumps will handle it.

This has been done from time immemorial, anclmany per
sons lutve held that it was ulll!'voidabio. Every competent en
gineer knO\vs at once that it is ewoidahlo, hut had hot w<.Lter
arntngem8nt seems bettor th,w delay for rcadj ustmen t..
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Hot water cailllot be brought into a pump by suction. Suc
tion means vacuum, or reIlloval of pressure, and no water fol
lows the plunger or piston. To use hot water in a boiler-feed
ing pump, the heater must be high enough to allow the hot
water to flow into the pump chamber by gravity. The pump
inlet illust be large enough to allow the pump barrel to fill, and
the movement of the pump must be slow enough to allow the
barrel to fill at mLCh stroke, and then there will be no trouble
about working hot water in our sugar-house pumps.· 1.'his is
one of the most essential features of suga,r-house fuel economy,
and is easily availed of by every one.-Louisiana Planter.

0---

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY--FULL TEXT OF THE
AMENDMENT GIVING .A BOUNTY TO

SUGAR PRODUCERS.

WASHINGTON, January 18th.
The following is the text of the amendment to the Senate

tariff bill giving a bounty to sugar producers in this country,
which was passed in the Senate to-day: .

SECTION 1. Until April, 1900, there shall be paid to the pro
ducer of sugar testing not less than eighty degrees by the po
lariscope, from beets, sorghum or sugar cane grown within the
United States, a bounty of one cent per pound, under such rules
and regulations as the Commissioners of Internal Revenue,
with the approval of the Secretary of the 'l'reasury, shall pre
scribe. The producer of said sugar to be entitled to said
bounty shall have first filed with the Commissioner of Internal
Reven ue a notice of the place for produeing, with a general
description of the machinery and methods to be employed by
him, and with an estimate of the amount of sugar proposed to
be prodneed in the next ensuing year, an application for a
license to so produce, to be accompanied by a bond in a pen
alty, and with sureties to be approved by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, conditioned that he faithfully observe all
rules and regulations that shall be prescribed for such manu
far-ture and production of sugar, and shall have been duly
licensed. The Commissioner of Internal H.evenuc, upon receiv
ing the application and bond hereinbefore provided for shall
issue to the applicant a license to produce sugarfrol11 sorghum,
beets or sugar cane grown in the United StcLtes, at the plar-e
and with the machinery and by the methods deseribed in the
application, but said license shall not extend beyond one year
from the date thereof. No bonnty shu11 be paid to any person
engaged in refining sugars imported into tbe United States, or
sugar produced in the United States upon which the bounty
herein provided for has already been paid or applied fo\', nor
to any person except upon sugar pi'odnced by slwh person from
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A MEMORIAL SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANOE COMMITTEE

FROM THE SUGAR PLANTERS OF LOUISIANA.

There is produced in this country from tropical canes about
200,000 tons of sugar, the bulk of which is made in Louisiana,
and the rest chiefly in 'rexas and Florida, and in the latter
State the product bas increased rapidly during the last few
years. In Louisiana this industry has been carried on for three
generations, and is the almost exclusive, support of 500,000
people, and employs 100,000,000 of capital. The industry ,,'as
practically destroyed during the war, and the crop of the
season of 1864-5 was but 5,000 tons. 'ehe industry was of such
a character that it was peculiarly liable to destrnction by war.
'rhe cane phmt being propagated only by cuttings, the in
creased planting of sixty years was at once nearly all lost. The
great factories or sugar-houses that had been building for half
a century were burned down. 'rhe dwellings, outbuildings
and farms generally shared the same .fate, and less sugar was
made in IBM than in 1804.

The reorganiza,tion of the sugar industry on the new free
labor basis, without capital, without seed-cane, without sugar
houses, and the ditches and canals filled up during their aban-

sorghum, beets or sugar caue grown in the United States. r:rhe
Commissioner of Iuternal Revenue, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, shall from tIme to time make all
needful rules ,wd regulations for the manufacture of sugar
from sorghum, beets or sugat cane grown in the United States,
and shall, under the directIOn of the Secretary of the 'Treasury,
exercise supervision and inspection of the manufacture thereof.
,The bounty herein provided for, including the expenses inci
dent to the payment thereof, shall be paid from the duties col
lected and paid into the 'rreasury on sugars imported into the
United States. and a sufficient sum for said purpose is hereby
appropriated and shall be paid annually from the duties so col
lected, such a.I1l1ual appropriation to continue until April 1, A.
D. 1900, and no longer.

SEOTON 2. ':l'hat any person who shall knowingly refine, or
aid in the refining of sugar imported into the United States, or
upon which the bounty herein provided for has already been

"paid or applied for, at the place described in the license issued
by the Secretary of the ':l'reasury, and any person not en
titled to the bounty herein provided for who shall apply for or
receive the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall pay a fine not exceeding $5,000, or be
imprisoned for a period not exceeding five yea,rs, or both, in
the discretion ot the Court.

---0---

SUGAR iNDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES.
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donmeut, was extremely difficult. But beginning with 5,000
tons in 1864-5, in twenty-three years, or in 18Fl7-8, the last
crop delivered, the production reached 290,000 hogsheads, or
some 200,000 tons, and showed for this period probably a larger·
percentage of increase tha.n any other branch of agriculture in
the country. During all these twenty-three years the sugar
iudustry had to contend with all the difficulties that attach to
the development of any new industry, and with many others
also. rJ'he destruction of the old labor system. made organiza
tion slow work. Capital was hard to obtain, and only at high
cost, and vdth all these discouraging conditions at home there
came low prices as the result of the enormous increase of the
production of beet sugar in Europe, and, within twenty years,
prices fell oft' two-thirds, while the cost of production was in
creased, and the existence of the industry was only maintained
by the most determined efforts to adopt every improvement
and economy that could be devised, until to-dtLY we find that
we have doubled the production of cane in the field, and have
again doubled the product from the cane in our sugar-houses.

It has been frequently stated that sugarcane, being a tropical
plant, cannot be suceessfully cultivated in the United StcLtes
owing to its colder climate. We beg to say that this is a serious
mistake. Sugareane in LouisialUL seldom or never fails. It is
almost a certainty, unless destroyed by floods from the Missis
sippi river. while the wheat, corn tLnd other cereal crops of the
.north and west are more or less failures in many sections
almost yearly.

The present advanced position of the su~ar industry has only
been obtained by the most determined efforts of those engaged
in it. EVAry process has been improved, every economy
adopted, all information availed of. Sllgar experiment stations
have been started, and the good work done there is novv being
felt on every sugar plantation in Louisiana, Texas·and Florida,
and also in ICtLl1sas.

rl'he sngar crops of Louisi,Lna generally produce about
$20,000,000 annually, and it is estimated that fully 70 per cent.
of this sum is expended for hun1<1n labor and gives employment
to 500,000 people. The supplies that these 500,000 people need
in the way of meats, grain and clotbing all come from the west
and east. In addition to this, all plantation supplies-such as
mules, agricultuml implements, machinery, coal, cooperage,
etc., are purchased from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,
Ohio, PennsylvcLllia and other States, and thus an interstate
trade of many millions (}f dollars is established, which would
be destroyed by legislation inimictLl to sugar production in
Louisiana and other Southern St~Ltes, such as Texas and
Florida.

The Louisiana sugar crop of nearly 200,000 tons is made and
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nearly all marketed in three months, and during this time it
supplies over one-half of the consumption of the United States,
and the price of sugar is very materially reduced to the con
sumer.

With improved processes of manufacture, such as is offered
by the system known as diffusion, the amount of sugar now
produced in Louisiana alone can be doubled in a very short
time. Nothing prevents the realization of this just increase,
save the fear 0.1' adverse legislation, which frightens timid
capital and checks new enterprises, and hampers the improve
ment of old establishments.

In Texas, neal' Houston, a large diffusion plant has been
erected this season that will turn out about 24,500,000 pounds
of'sugar. If no adverse legislation be enacted it is safe to say
that a n umber of new establishments will spring up in Southern
Texas in addition to those already established.

'1'he Disston Land Heclamation Company of Florida now
have ready for the plant thousands upon thousands of the first
sugarcane lands in the world. A large and improved plant
.has been established this season of Kistimmee, which will use
up hundreds of acres of cane and make millions of pounds of
sugar.

Were capital to feel secure by friendly legislation large sums
would at once be found to establish monster central factories
in all these States, and build systems of tramways for trans
portation of cane, a.nd thus induce a class of small farmers to
engage in the cultivation of cane to be s'old at remunerative
prices per ton delivered at the factory..

'1'he sorghum sugar industry has received an immense im
petus during the last two or three years, the outcome of the
experiments in diffusion carried on by the Government, which
process is the only one discovered that will extract the juice
from the sorghum-cane without extracting the impurities that
have hitherto prevented the successful cryst,Llization of paying
quantities of the contained sug'Ll'.

In Kansas the soxghum sugar industry has succeeded beyond
the hOlies of the most sanguine, and in the western half of the
Sb1te, where the rainfall is light, and where other crops have
so frequently hLiled as to hu,ve ca,used mueh distress, the sorg
hum cane has proved to be a certain crop, the plant being

.adapted to the conditions there prevailing, and wh.en matured
it is found to lmve high saccharine qualities, the total yield of
sugar and molasses together exceeding the general yield from
tropical cane.

This im mense area of country seems now better adapted to
the production of sorghum sugeLr than to the production of any
other crop, and in the :::ltates of Missouri, Texas, Tennessee,
Indiana, Illinois, and in fact all through the middle belt of the
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country, the lands are well adapted to sorghum, and in the
sections with light rainfall we know at present of no other
certain crop. .

The' recent development of the beet sugar industry.shows
what can be done with that plant, and just now it seems to be
the coming sugar plant of the nation, f9r the success in Cali
fornia shows what can be done on the similar lands of Oregon,
Washington rrerritory and Colorado, and probably in many
other sections.

It becomes now evident that the indisputable success of sorg
hum and of the beet as sugar-producing plants, and the sur
vival and development of Oul' tropical cane industry, guarantee
to the United States an early supply of all the sugar it wants,
thus saving to the country hundreds of millions ot' dollars, and
developing an enormously increased interstate trade, and ren
dering the mLtion independent of others for sugar in the event
of a foreign war. '

If the culture of sugar be not developed in this country, at
no remote date the consumption will have grown to snch large
proportions that the payment for our supplies would require
more silver and gold than we now own or can produce.

rro develop our domestic sugar industry there is needed more
capital and the adoption of all the best methods, including
diffusion. This capital and certain development are assured
the moment capitalists see any fair chance of permanent suc
cess, and there seems now no other industry that offers such a
wide field for Ame'rican capital, American enterprise and
American labor.

fl'he millions of unemployed capital, the thousands of unem
ployed men, and the millions of acres of untilled lands, less
well adapted to any other culture, will all quickly come to
gether if assured of that protection that lies within the power
of the Government. and could hardly be exercised in any other
way to produce adequate results as quickly.

With these fads and figures before you, shall it be the policy
of the Government to so legislate as to de1,:j.troy not only the
sugarcane industry of LOuisiana, but the growing beet sugar
inclustry of the Pacific Coast, as well as the sorghum industry
of Kamms? Shall the people of the Pacific Slope, who can
grow the sugar beet from Southern California to Washington
'l'erritory, be deprived of the necessary protection to emLble
them to produce it successfully? Shall Kansas, with neady
all the territory in the southwest, where sorhulll thrives better
than any other crop, be deprived of adequate protection?
Shall Louisiana, Texas and Florida" with an investment of more
than $100,000,000, and pl'oJucing more thn,n $40,000,000 of in
terstate commerce, be told that her indnstry is nut worth pro
tecting Z

ill.
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No, let us imitate the wisdom of the European Governments
-such as France, Germany and Austria-who, by a wise sys
tem of protection, have built up the beet sngar industry and
doubled its production in less than seven years. These
countries now produce about 2,800,000 tons of sugar-exceed
ing in amount that. produced from tropical sugarcane, and
almost threatening at our home the annihilation of the latter
industry.

If it shall be the policy of the Government to protect, if pro
tection gives diversity of industries, then what other, agricul
tural interest presents itself so strongly for your careful con
sideration as the sugar industry ~

;Hespectfully submitted,
JOHN DYMOND, ")

H. C. MINOR, jcomm'ttee
HENRY MCCALL, 1.
JOHN Foos,

---01---

JA VA DIFFUSION SUCCESSFUL.

The JOlt1'lUll des Fabr£cants de Sucre announces the complete
success of the second important experiment in diffusion, under
taken at the Vonopringo central factory, in the Island of Java:
It commenced in J Uile, and resulted in the success of the
Fives-Lille apparatus, and seems to demonstrate the triumph
of diffusion in general. The lime was placed in the diffusers,
and the quotient of purity of the juice was raised during the
progress of the diffusion. The juice issuing from the diffusers
was sent directly to the triple effect; the syrup obtained went
directly to the strike pans. This new method of working en
tirely does away with defecation, decantation, clarification of
juice and syrup, and every sort of treatment of scums.

The exhausted chips, after passage to the sugar mills, are
burned }lnder three boilers, supplied with Godillot furnaces,
specially adapted for the utilization of the milled chips with
out the aid of any other combustible, and raise the steam to
four and a-half kiios. The deficiency-additional steam requi
site--is fUl'l1i<;hed by a boiler fed with cane trash. '1'he factory
in its normal operation consumes neither wood nor coal.

It seems to demonstrate that diffusion, applied to the cane,
simplifies in considerable proportion the work of the factory,
enables the utiliz:ition of exhausted chips, diminishes more
over the cost of fuel as compared with the work of remilling
with maceration, and sensibly reduces the cost of manufacture.
'rhese results 111 ust inevitably attract the attention of cane
sugar manufacturers. Those of the Spanish West Indies can
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---0---
A NEW PRINCIPLE IN STEAM PA()]{ING.

see working next year this process of extraction in one of the
factories of Guadaloupe, belonging to the Societe du Credit
Foncier Colonial, for which corporation the Fives-Lille Com
pany is erecting a diffusion plant and furnaces for chips, an
exact duplicate of the plant at Vonopringo, which has just been
so completely successful.

[Vol. YInThe Plante1's' Monthly.

Wherever steam pistons have been packed to prevent the
escape of steam the object has been accomplished by forcing
the hemp or rings, or whatever was used, against the surface
of the cylinder. That this system has beeu perfectly satisfCLc
tory iu thousands of cases is undeniable; that it has not always
been satisfactory in certain cases is probably true, but that any
one sort has always been satisfactory no one believes except
makers of that particular sort. That the principle em bodied
in the new plan will alw~LYs work right is not at a.ll likely, but
will in many cases, I believe, where others Imve failed. The
reason the simple small square rings turned eccentric and
sprung in the cylinders clo not always prove successful is due
to the diffieulty in esti:1,blishing a proper balance between two
conflicting conditions-sufficient iuitial tension so ,1,S not to be
stuck fast by bad oil or abrasion, or liability to unduly wear
themselves and the cylinders if given too much set. .

The new principle recently introdi1ced and described by Prof.
John E. Sweet, at a meeting of the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineers, lately held in Philadelphia, is substantially as
follows: It consists of a common eccentric ring hooked to
gf\ther by a clamp which forms a part of the ring and changes
the whole principle of its action. rrhe rings are cast heavy,
rough, turned very much larger than the cylinder, a piece cut
out, sprung together and fitted with the hook clamp or shoes,
left slightly larger than the cylinder and then turned to <1, tight
fit. rrhe rings can compress to a limited extent) but cannot ex
pa,nd. In use they act, or are supposed to act as follows:
When the engine is first started and the bot piston moves to
the cold end of the cylinder the rings compress and allow it to
go free; but when both cylinder and piston get up to working
temperatare the rings just fit and work without any pressure
and very little tendency to wear. Filing out the hooks com
pensates for wear when it has taken place. It will be seen
that the hook clmnp is longer at one end than the other. 1'he
object of this is to break joints when two rings m·e placed side
and side in the same groove, and thus cut off the leaJe that
would otherwise take place through the g~1,ps. The hook
clamps or shoes are placed at the bottom of the piston in the
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horizontal engines, and secured by leaving them a tight fit and
allowing the follower to bind them fast.-Exchange.

---u---

AGRICULTURE IN CHINA.

There will be an immense field for business in the interior of
China some dfLY. 'fhe methods in vogue in all occupations are
at present most primitive, and should afford scope for the in
troduction of modern tools and machinery. This is especially
the case in connection with the cultivation of the soil, which
is, of course, the chief occupation of the people. In this indus-

. try no progress has been made for centuries. 'l'here is great
care, and minute details are attended to, but there is an ex
tremely primitive knowledge of agricultural implements, and
absolute ignorance of the principle of the rotation of crops, and
the adapta.tion of soils to particular grains. '1'he fields are cul
tivated with as much watehfulness and care as we bestow on
gardens. When the crop is ripe it is gathered by hand, and
not a straw or a leaf is overlooked or allovved to remain. In
the vicinity of Pekin, the principal crops, besides fruits and
vegetables, are wheat, barley, millet, beans, Indian corn, hemp,
rice, cotton and some tobacco. The fruit and vegetables com-
prise all the kinds that are found in western countries. .

In irrigating his land the farmer uses many devices. ·Where
running water is at hand he turns it to advantage by directing
it over his fields in large channels, banked in with clay, and
subdivided into smaller and smaller streamlets, until every
part of the ground has been reached. If no running water is
found, wells are dug and water is drawn up by hand and poured
into the main ditches, "vhich are subdivided into numerous
smaller ones. Holes are dug in which rain water accumulates,
which is baled out when neJded. The raising of this water is
in most cases, especially in the vicinity of Pekin} done very
laboriously by hanel. VVindmills, of which there is not one
around Pekin, (if anywhere in China) might be used for this
purpose with great increase of efficiency and saving of human
labor.

Chinese agricultural implements are ot the rudest character.
They are, ehiefiy, the plow, the hoe, the harrow, the rake and
the stone roller. The plm\" is simply a broad blade fastened:' to
a rough handle, guided by a man and drawn by te,LIl1S of the
most miscellaneous deseription; it cuts a furrow never more
than six inches deep, and frequently only two 01' three. The
teams are made up of horses, donkeys, mules, bullocks and hu
man beings, it being not unusual to see a, lllan or boy, and any
one or more of the animals above named drawing the same
plow. Chinese fanners measure the depth of the furrow by the
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fingers, and frequently speak of plowing- only two or three fin
gers deep. The reason of this seems to lie in the difficulty of
making a deeper furrow with their plows and not because they
are unaware of the advantage of it. The hoe is a much more
effective tool, and it is with this that they work between the
furrows of grain after it has sprouted.

Foreign agricultural implements, especially plows, might be
introduced with good effect among the Chinese, except that the
price would deter all but very few from buying them. A Chi
nese plow can be bought for eight or ten shillings, and smaller
tools in proportion. '1'here are no great stores devoted to the
sale of agricultural implements; as with us, they being made
by hand, either by a neighboring blacksmith or by the farmer
himself, as occasion demands.-:-llritish Trade .Jottrnxl.

---0---

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A CYCLONE AND A
TORNADO.

The difference between a cyclone and a tornado is defined "\
by Mr. William Ferris, of the United States Coast Survey, to
be this: A cyclone is usually a broad, fiat, gyrating disc of
atmosphere, very much greater in width than altitude; a tor-
nadois a column of gyrating air, the altitude of which is
severa.! times greater than its diameter. Cyclones are born of
conditions extending over large areas; tornadoes depend rather
upon the vertical relations of the atmosphere, and occur when,
owing to local changes of temperature, the under strata of air
burst up through the overlaying strata. The enormous veloci-
ties of the ascending currents of tornadoes are supposed to be
caused by the difference between the gyrating velocities above
and those of the surface. It is these ascending currents which
carry up the vast bodies of water afterward precipitated in the
form of a deluge of rain. '1'he water·is soinetimes lrept from
falling by the ascending currents, and is often projected out-
side the area of the tornado, when it falls in a gentle shower
over a larger area. When the weight of the water overbears
the force of the ascending currents, there occurs the tremen-
dous fall of rain known as a cloud-burst.. When the area of
a t.ornado is very small, a land-spout or a water-spout may be
formed, according as it is over land or water. 'rhe width of
these spouts ranges between 2 feet and 200, and their height
from 30 to ],500 feet. A white squall is an invisible spout,
formed when the dew point is low. 'rhe accompanying cloud
is invisible because of its height, but below there is a raging
and boiling sea, with. a gyrating current of air above it. Land-
spouts and water-srouts are hollow,
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